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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

SUMMARY 
 

Review of the City of Lakeport’s water system consisted of a separate engineering 

analysis of each of its major components including; the treatment plant, storage 

reservoirs, well pumping stations, fire hydrants, and distribution piping.  Analysis of the 

distribution piping was accomplished with the aid of a computer model.  Plate 1,                      

located in a sleeve at the end of this report, details the existing water system. 
 

Water Supply:  Lakeport's water sources are from four wells (two Scotts Creek wells 

and two Green Ranch wells) and the water treatment plant.  The four City wells pump 

their water from the Scotts Valley Aquifer and have a combined maximum pumping 

capacity of roughly 2.8 million gallons per day (MGD).   The two wells in Scotts Creek 

are the primary sources of supply during the months of May through October, while the 

wells at Green Ranch are the primary sources of supply during the winter months.   

 

The Scotts Creek Wells are located within the Scotts Creek water channel and are 

prone to damage from floating debris when the creek is flowing.  In addition, these wells 

are isolated and do not have adequate security from vandals.  The Green Ranch Wells 

are also isolated and security around these wells is lacking.  Of biggest concern to the 

City is the loss of the Green Ranch Wells due to the City’s lease expiring by 2014.  The 

loss of these two wells would reduce the City’s pumping capacity by approximately 

50 percent.  

 

The water treatment plant has a maximum capacity of 1.7 MGD and is used year round 

to supplement the City’s well supply.  The water treatment facility includes pH control, 

pre-ozonation, coagulation, upflow clarification, multimedia filtration, post-ozonation, 

activated carbon, and chlorine disinfection.  The water treatment facility is considered to 

be an advanced treatment process because it needs to treat Clear Lake water that is 
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laden with algae.  The plant's Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

programming is complicated and demands considerable attention by City operators.  

During the initial installation of the software there was an attempt to control too many of 

the facilities systems and is difficult to troubleshoot and repair.   

 

The Profibus telemetry communication system that transmits the SCADA commands 

between the wells and the reservoirs, and between the K Street pumping station and 

the treatment plant, is unreliable.  For example, if one component of the Profibus 

telemetry system fails then the entire system goes down without indicating what caused 

the failure.  City operators must then investigate and attempt to repair the 

communication system while operating the water system manually.  It is recommended 

that the Profibus system be replaced with a radio telemetry system similar to the City’s 

current radio telemetry system.  

 

Water Storage:  The City currently has two welded steel storage reservoirs with a 

combined volume of 2.5 MG.  Both reservoirs are in relatively good condition but the 

reservoir interiors and exteriors needs to be inspected by an AWWA qualified tank 

inspection company, within the next 5 years, in order to determine the condition of the 

paint coating system.   

 

The City currently chlorinates their well water at the storage reservoirs with a gaseous 

chlorine system.  Although this system is effective in adding the required chlorine to the 

water system the Lake County Environmental Health Department, under the guidance 

of the California Accidental Release Prevention Program, has requested that the City of 

Lakeport evaluate its chlorine handling processes and consider replacing the chlorine 

gas disinfection processes in the future with a safer method of disinfection (i.e. sodium 

hypochlorite).  
 

Water Distribution System:  Review of the water distribution suggests that there is a 

significant amount of unlined cast iron and galvanized steel pipe in the distribution 

system, some of which may be over 100 years old, and much of this old pipe is 

undersized (i.e., less than 4-inches).  Although City staff has noted several water main 
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repairs within the City’s distribution system, the staff report that most of the systems 

mains are in generally good condition.  However, it is recommended that when the City 

determines that an older main needs to be replaced, the replacement pipeline be a 

minimum 8-inch diameter pipe in order to improve hydraulic efficiency in the system.   
 

Recent lead and copper sampling indicate that there might be elevated copper levels in 

the distribution system.  A preliminary investigation of the problem suggests that the pH 

of the wells is too low, causing corrosion of copper piping within the distribution system.  

Currently the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) is examining the City’s 

copper levels and if they were to determine that these levels are in excess of the current 

EPA Lead and Copper regulations, the City may have to install some type of corrosion 

control system (i.e., caustic soda, orthophosphate, etc.) in order to treat the City’s water. 
 

Fire Flows and System Analysis:  Considerable attention was given to determine the 

water distribution system’s ability to meet recommended fire flow requirements.  These 

fire flow requirements were obtained from the Lakeport Fire Protection District, which 

follows the 2003 Uniform Fire Code.  The hydraulic model that was performed for this 

analysis indicates that the City may not be able to meet the Fire Departments fire flow 

requirements in large portions of the existing commercial areas along Main Street 

during heavy demand periods.  This is primarily due to the large amount of undersized 

(i.e., less than 4-inch) water mains within the City’s distribution system. 

 

Water Demands:  Currently, the City’s maximum day demand (MDD) is roughly 1.8 

MGD and the analysis indicates that the City’s current water supply system can meet 

this demand.  To determine required future improvements, it was necessary to project 

how much and where future growth would occur.  This Master Plan assumes the City 

will grow 1.1 percent over the next 20 years.  Given this growth rate, it was estimated 

that the City will require a MDD water supply of roughly 2.3 MGD by 2028.  The 

recommended improvements discussed in this report are based on that growth rate.  If 

the City should grow at a faster rate, than the recommended improvements will have to 

be accelerated; and if at a slower rate, then their implementation can be delayed. 
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The proposed developments listed by the City Planning Department, on its Housing 

Units Proposed as of April 2007 (see Appendix A), were used to determine where 

growth would occur in the next 20 years within the City limits.  Also included in this 

growth is the proposed southern development area that includes a 1,000 home golf 

course development, located near the City’s wastewater treatment facility, and other 

future developments south of the current City limits.  These future developments are 

shown on Plate 2, and listed on Table 6.  Recommended water improvements for these 

developments are indicated on Plate 2 as A.D. (As Developed). 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

General:  The proposed major capital improvements focus on the future of the City 

wells, improving fire flows, enhancing  water quality, and providing water infrastructure 

for future growth.  The estimated costs and staging of these improvements are shown in 

detail in Table 11, WATER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM COST ESTIMATE.  

This table lists the major upgrades needed to improve water quality, meet future water 

demands, and improve system performance and fire flows.  Some of the improvements 

in Table 11 may have to be funded by long term financing, unless sufficient grant funds 

can be obtained in combination with revenues from Capital Improvements Fees 

(expansion fees).  Table 11 together with Plate 2, constitutes the Master Plan of 

Improvements.   
 

Water Supply and Wells:  The City of Lakeport is fortunate because it has a water right 

to 750 Acre-Feet (Ac-ft) of water from its wells and the right to purchase an additional 

2,000 Ac-ft from the Yolo Irrigation and Flood Control District.  The volume of water 

available from the wells appears to be about 800 Ac-ft per year.   
 

The property owner of the Green Ranch property has informed the City that the lease 

allowing for the City to operate the two wells on the property will expire in 2014.  Without 

these wells the city will be unable to draw its 750 Ac-ft water right.  Given the impending 
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loss of this vital water source, this study considered the following options:   
 

● Acquire a new lease. 

● Purchase all or some of the Green Ranch property, including the existing well 

site.  

● Drill additional wells to replace the Green Ranch Wells.  Install a water treatment 

system to treat the Scotts Creek Well water and allow the City to use the wells 

when the creek is flowing.   
 

It is suggested that the City’s legal counsel begin negotiations with the Green Ranch 

property owner in order to determine if the well property can be purchased, or a a new 

lease can be acquired by the City.  Although the construction of new wells to replace the 

existing Green Ranch Wells or treating the Scotts Creek Wells is an option, the 

condition of the Scotts Creek Wells warrants that the City replace these wells over the 

next ten years.  Having to construct four new wells in that time span would be cost 

prohibitive and would be difficult due to the scarcity of well sites.  In addition, by 

acquiring the Green Ranch property, the City may obtain additional water rights that 

would allow additional water supply coming to the City.  

 

The City needs to protect the Green Ranch Wells from vandals.  Security fencing, an 

intruder alarm, and a secure structure over the 4-inch well head need to be constructed 

as soon as possible. 
 

The Scotts Creek Wells and discharge piping are exposed and could be damaged 

during a major storm due to floating debris in the creek.  As a temporary repair, it is 

recommended that the City install a concrete cap over the exposed water main and an 

above ground cement casing should be placed around the well heads.  In addition, 

some type of security system is needed at the well site in order to protect the site from 

vandals.  Although the Scotts Creek Wells are one of the City’s biggest and least 

expensive water producers, the condition of the wells and their location warrants that 

the City find new well sites and replace these wells within the next ten years.   
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Given the isolated location of the reservoirs, operator safety, and the current Uniform 

Fire Code regulations, it is recommended that the City switch from the gaseous chlorine 

injection system at the reservoirs to a sodium hypochlorite dosing system at the well 

sites, after well security measures have been installed.   

 

The CDPH is considering requiring that the City install some type of corrosion control in 

order to reduce copper levels within the City’s distribution system. The City will need to 

consider installing a CDPH approved corrosion control systems (i.e., soda ash, sodium 

bicarbonate, or orthophosphate) either at the wells or the reservoirs within the next 

12 months.   

 

In order to supplement the City’s current water supply, it is recommended that the City 

construct a water intertie with the County at Hartley Street within the next five years.  It 

is estimated that this intertie could provide 350 to 500 GPM to the City during 

emergency water demands (i.e. fire flows).  The City should consider modifying its 

agreement with the County so that either party can draw more than 500 Gallons per 

Minute (GPM) in case of short term emergencies such as fires.        

 

Treatment Facility:  As discussed the City’s existing SCADA controls system and 

Profibus telemetry system should be replaced in order to make the operation of the 

treatment plant, pumping stations, and reservoirs more synchronized.  It is 

recommended that the existing Profibus “hard wire” telemetry system be replaced with a 

radio telemetry system compatible with the City’s current radio system.  The City will 

eventually have to expand the treatment plant to provide enough water for growth and 

the controls and communications will have to be reliable enough to allow the City’s 

facilities to operate without requiring operators to be on duty.  It is recommended that 

the City’s water Profibus telemetry system be updated at the same time the wastewater 

communication system is replaced. 

 

The raw water and intermediate pump station wet wells at the treatment plant need to 

be expanded to allow greater flexibility during plant operations.  The capacity of the two 

wet wells should be expanded by adding an 8-foot diameter wet well in parallel with 
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each system.  This would increase the storage capacity of the raw water wet well three 

fold, to approximately 3,200 gallons, and the capacity of the intermediate pump station 

to 3,800 gallons.  The expansion of the treatment plant wet well should be scheduled 

within the next 10 years and should be concurrent with improvement to the SCADA 

system.   

 

The existing treatment plant air compressor system is having difficulties maintaining 

system pressures and an additional compressor may have to be installed.  City staff is 

currently trying to modify the controls to possibly eliminate the need to add an additional 

air compressor.   

 

Intruder alarms should be installed at the treatment plant to protect the system from 

vandalism.  The plant is a valuable investment and should be protected. 

 

The pumps at the treatment plant are exposed to the elements and should be protected.  

Enclosures should be installed around each pump station and the enclosures must 

allow adequate ventilation to allow the pumps to cool when the air temperature rises 

above 100°F.   

 

Responding to the California Accidental Release Prevention Program (CALARP), the 

Lake County Environmental Health Department has requested that the City evaluate its 

chlorine gas handling processes at the treatment plant and the reservoir sites, and 

consider replacing the existing gas disinfection processes in the near future with a safer 

method of disinfection (i.e. sodium hypochlorite).  

 

Based on the estimated design values, the City’s current effective MDD water supply 

capacity of 2.2 MGD (1,530 GPM) equates to roughly 3,140 RUEs, or enough remaining 

supply to serve an additional 536 RUE’s.  Similarly, at a 1.1 percent growth rate, the 

City will require 2.3 MGD (i.e., 1,550 GPM) of effective water supply to provide an 

estimated 3,245 RUEs MDD in 20 years.  Given this growth rate, it appears that the City 

has enough effective water supply for another 18 to 19 years.  However, there has been 

increasing interest by property owners to develop lands south of the existing City Limits 
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(see Plate 2).  Recently, these property owners have discussed the possibility of 

developing a large residential community (1,000 to 1,500 single-family housing units) 

near the City’s wastewater treatment plant.  Although this development is speculative at 

the time of this master plan, and it is uncertain when this development may occur, the 

addition of 1,000 to 1,500 RUE’s would impact the City’s current water supply requiring 

that additional sources of water to supply these developments be in place prior to these 

developments occurring.  

 

Since drilling new wells around the Lakeport area has its risks, and the City has an 

established source of treatable water in Clear Lake, it is proposed that the City would 

either increase its water production capacity via expansion of the treatment plant or a 

new treatment facility would be built.  Given that there would be significant issues with 

building a new treatment facility (i.e., environmental restrictions, site development costs, 

pipeline costs for connecting to the new facility, permitting issues, etc.), expansion of 

the existing treatment plant should be considered as the most likely alternative for a 

future increase in water supply.  In order to expand the existing plant, the following 

improvements will need to be accomplished:   

 

• The treatment building will have to be expanded to accommodate an additional 

contact clarifier and associated appurtenances will have to be installed at the 

plant.   

• The appurtenances would include additional pumps to convey the water, 

expansion of the ozone production system, expansion of the ozone contact 

basins, two additional carbon columns, and increasing the size of the pneumatic 

system.   

 

Larger piping from the plant to the distribution system will also have to be installed to 

facilitate the conveyance of the additional water into the City’s distribution system. 

 

Water Distribution System:  Most of the recommended improvements within the 

distribution system deal with improving the City’s fire flows.  It is recommended that the 

City install the water main improvements shown on Plate 2, over the next 20 years, 
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starting with the Hartley Street County intertie and the Martin Street water main 

improvements.   

 

Other major distribution system improvements include increasing water main capacities 

along 2nd Street, 11th Street, Lakeport Boulevard, and Main Street.  These 

improvements are not only meant to improve fire flows within the existing commercial 

region of the City, they will also serve to improve water transportation from the City’s 

water wells and treatment plant to the future southern developments around Parallel 

Drive and near the City’s wastewater treatment plant.     

 

Water Storage:  At a low growth rate of 1.1 percent, the City should have enough 

storage capacity for the next 20 years.  At that time, the City may need to build an 

additional reservoir to meet storage requirements, however, it has been estimated that 

with the proposed County intertie at Hartley Street installed as an emergency water 

supply, the City could postpone having to build additional storage until beyond 2028 

given 1.1 percent growth.   

 

If the projected 1,000 to 1,500-unit development south of the current City limit were to 

occur, additional water storage would be needed to serve this area.  It is proposed that 

southern development would be responsible for the construction of water storage as 

development occurs.  Plate 2 indicates a location for a future reservoir to serve 

proposed southern developments if they were to occur.   

 

Estimates of Cost:  Table 11 shows the improvement schedule and associated costs.  

Immediate Term Improvements are those scheduled for constructions from 2008 to 

2013, Near Term Improvements are those scheduled for 2013 to 2018, and Long Term 

Improvements are those scheduled from 2018 to 2028.  The timing of the 

implementation of the Water Treatment Plant Improvements will depend on when major 

housing developments are built.  Therefore, the timing of this improvement has not been 

shown.    
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The total cost of the Immediate Term Improvements Program (2008 to 2013) is 

estimated at $2,385,000, not including financing costs.  Included in this Immediate Term 

estimate is an estimated price to purchase the Green Ranch property for $2,000,000.  

Obviously, if the City cannot purchase the site for this amount, it may be possible to 

pursue other alternatives for acquiring the City well site (i.e., negotiate a new lease 

agreement) which could save some or all of this $2,000,000 expenditure. Some of the 

other Immediate Term improvements include; installing security measures at the City 

wells, constructing a new intertie with the County, and installation of a new chlorine 

injection and corrosion control system at the wells and reservoirs. 

 

The total cost of the Near Term Improvements (2013 to 2018) is estimated at 

$3,434,000, and includes $2,178,000 for the construction of replacement Scotts Creek 

Wells.  Additionally, the Near Term Improvements include modernizing the treatment 

plant SCADA and Profibus telemetry systems, expanding the treatment plant wet well, 

and improving fire flows along the northern and southern City limits by increasing water 

main capacities. 

 

The Long Term Improvements are primarily related to improving flows and pressures in 

the distribution system as the City expands.  Primarily, the Long Term Improvements 

relate to expanding water main sizing from the City’s reservoirs and wells to the 

downtown areas, as well as increasing the size of the water mains along Main Street.  

The cost for the Long Term Improvements is estimated at $1,575,000, or about 

$157,000 per year between 2018 and 2028.   

 

The capacity improvements at the treatment plant are estimated to be about $4,880,000 

(see Table 11).  This treatment plant expansion should be paid for by the City’s 

expansion fees because it is directly related to serving future water connections.  

Implementation of the treatment plant expansion will be contingent on growth within the 

Lakeport system.   
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The primary recommendations for immediate and near term improvements to the water 

system are summarized below.   

 

Items considered necessary within the next ten years: 
 

1. Secure the use of the Green Ranch Wells. 

2. Construct a second intertie with Lake County. 

3. Protect the Scotts Creek Wells from flooding. 

4. Install security at all City well facilities. 

5. Replace chlorine gas system with hypochlorite system at the reservoir or wells. 

6. Install a corrosion control system to reduce copper levels in the water system. 

7. Replace Scotts Creek Well. 

8. Improvements in distribution system along Hartely Street, Lange Street, and 

Lakeport Blvd.  

9. Treatment plant SCADA and Profibus telemetry improvements. 

10. Treatment plant wet well improvements. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

HISTORY 
 
The City of Lakeport was incorporated in 1888, and is located on the west shore of 

Clear Lake in Lake County, California.  The distribution system was created in 1899, by 

the then Town of Lakeport, when it installed wells near Scotts Creek.  In 1913, the City 

constructed a 340,000-gallon underground concrete storage tank on Brewery Hill and 

then a second 360,000-gallon underground storage tank in 1936.  Both of these storage 

tanks have since been taken out of service. 

 

In 1941, to supplement its water supply, the City entered into a lease agreement with 

the nearby Green Ranch, whereby the City would operate and maintain, as well as pay 

the power costs of the two wells in exchange for leasing the land they lie on.  In 1976, 

the City constructed a 1 million-gallon (MG) tank on Brewery Hill to supplement its 

storage capacity.  From 1899 to 1981, the City relied solely on wells for their water 

supply, but in 1981 found it needed additional water supplies and built a 500-gallon per 

minute (GPM) surface water treatment plant to treat water from Clear Lake.   

 

A 36,000 gallon chlorine contact tank was installed at the water treatment plant in 1996 

to increase the disinfection contact time of the treated water.  In 1998, the City 

increased the capacity of its water treatment facility to 1,040-GPM and built a second 

tank on Brewery Hill with a capacity of 1.5 million gallons.  
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PREVIOUS STUDIES AND REPORTS 
 

A number of District studies precede this plan, including: 
 

October 1996 Water System Master Plan for City of Lakeport, Charpier, Martin, & 

Associates, Sacramento California 

 

January 1998 Preliminary Engineering Report 1998 Water Facility Project, PACE 

Engineering, Redding California 

 

October 1998 Soils Investigations Treatment Plant and 1.5 MG Storage Tanks, 

PACE Engineering, Redding California 

 

1998 Lakeport Water Facilities Project Operations and Maintenance 

Manual, PACE Engineering, Redding California 

 

August 2000 Water Treatment Plant HVAC Improvements, PACE Civil, Inc., 

Redding California 

 

September 2002 Contact Clarifier Evaluation, PACE Civil, Inc., Redding California 

 

April 2003 City of Lakeport Water System Operations Plan, City of Lakeport 

Public Works Department 

 

February 2004 California Groundwater Bulleting 118, Scotts Valley Aquifer, 

California Department of Water Resources 

 

July 2004 Municipal Services Review, City of Lakeport, Quad Knopf, Roseville 

California 
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PREVIOUS STUDIES AND REPORTS (continued) 
 

October 2004 Engineering Report for Consideration of the Permit Application, 

California Department of Public Health, Sonoma County 

 

March 2007 General Plan Update, City of Lakeport, Quad Knopf, Roseville 

California 
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SCOPE OF WORK 
 
The City of Lakeport’s last Master Water Plan was completed in 1996, and since then 

water consumption has increased by almost 10 percent due to the Westside Park 

expansion and other residential and commercial developments within the City.  

Furthermore, the managers of Green Ranch, where the City leases two wells, have 

notified the City that the lease will expire in 2014.  To address immediate and 

anticipated future growth, as well as to investigate the implication of the termination of 

the Green Ranch Wells lease, the City authorized PACE Civil, Inc., to work jointly with 

City staff to create the Master Water Plan.  
 

This Master Water Plan presents an evaluation and assessment of the current state of 

the City’s water system, and recommends improvements required over the next 

20 years.  This study provides a framework for addressing water system operations, 

capital improvements, water supply needs, and water distribution improvements.  The 

Master Water Plan includes water system operations evaluation and capital 

improvements through 2028.  This plan also addresses the City’s long-term water 

demands, supply alternatives, and conceptual major capital improvements.  The scope 

of the work for the City of Lakeport’s 2008 Master Water Plan includes the following 

primary tasks:   
 

• Review of Existing Water System – The distribution piping, reservoirs, water 

treatment, and groundwater well facilities were examined and operations 

information were collected and examined.  Field investigations of all major 

facilities were conducted to evaluate general material conditions and typical 

operating conditions.  Data on current and historical water production and 

consumption were collected and reviewed. 

  

• Water System Hydraulic Modeling – A hydraulic model was prepared using MWH 

Soft’s H2ONET program.  Pipe sizes and locations were entered using the City’s 

GIS mapping and the model was calibrated to match the assumed maximum day 

demand of July 7th, 2006, and subsequent fire hydrant flow tests.  The model 
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was then used to determine the recommended improvements to the distribution 

system. 

 
RATINGS BY THE INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE (ISO) 
 

The ISO rates fire protection facilities (including water systems), in all communities in 

the United States and the assigned rating is used by fire underwriters to determine 

insurance rates.  The lowest rating is a ten, with the highest corresponding premium 

rate, and the highest and best rating is a one.  The City has a rating of 4, which is a 

good overall rating.  In evaluating the water supply system, ISO rated the system 

through a series of hydrant tests.  These tests measured the capability of the water 

system to deliver needed fire flows at different locations in the City.  The needed fire 

flow capacities are established by the ISO and are based on the type of construction of 

buildings in the fire hydrant test area.  For example, in dense residential areas the 

needed fire flow is typically about 1,000-GPM; in commercial areas the required flow is 

typically 1,500 to 3,500-GPM.  The ISO uses a maximum needed fire flow capacity of 

3,500-GPM and does not penalize a community for not providing flows above 

3,500-GPM.  This places the burden of fire demands in excess of 3,500 GPM on the 

property owner.  The trend is to force property owners of large buildings to sprinkler 

their buildings and thus reduce their fire demand below the 3,500-GPM value.   
 

The Lakeport Fire Protection District uses the Uniform Fire Code as its fire standard 

versus the ISO Standard.  The Uniform Fire Code in general is more stringent than the 

ISO Standards and regulates hazards such as explosives and toxins. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS 
 

Certain terms and abbreviations have been used in this report for convenience.  

Definitions are as follows: 
 

ADD Average Day Demand.  This is the average rate of water usage per day 

within a year.  It can be expressed on an individual basis, such as gallons 

per capita per day (GPCD), or on a community basis in million gallons per 

day (MGD) 

AC    Asbestos Cement Pipe 

Ac-ft  Acre-Feet 

ACL   Aluminum Chlorhydrate  

Alum   Aluminum Sulfate  

ARV  Air Release Valve 

ARR/AVV Air Release/Air Vacuum Valve 

AUTO  Automatic  

AWWA American Water Works Association 

CALARP California Accidental Release Prevention Program 

CAT  Cationic Polymer 

CCS   Computer Control Station   

CF  Cubic Feet 

CFM   Cubic Feet per Minute  

CFS  Cubic Feet per Second 

CI  Cast Iron Pipe 

CDPH  California Department of Public Heath 

CL2   Chlorine  

DI  Ductile Iron Pipe 

F   Fahrenheit  

FCP   Filter Control Panel    

FT   Feet  

GPD  Gallons per Day 

GPCD  Gallons per Capita per Day 
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GPHED Gallons per Household Equivalent per Day 

GPM  Gallons per Minute 

GSP  Galvanized Steel Pipe 

HP  Horse Power 

HGL  Hydraulic Grade Line 

HWY  Highway 

ISO  Insurance Services Office 

KW   Kilowatts  

KWH  Kilowatt Hours 

LB   Pound  

LBS   Pounds  

MCC   Motor Control Center  

MDD  Maximum Daily Demand, same units as ADD 

MG  Million Gallons 

MGD Million Gallons per Day, NOTE: 1 MGD = 694 GPM = 3.07 Ac-ft/Day 

MHD  Maximum Hourly Demand, same units as ADD 

MMD  Maximum Month Demand, same units as ADD 

MTU  Master Telemetry Unit 

MWS  Maximum Water Surface 

NTU   Nephelomeric Turbidity Units  

PAC  Poly Aluminum Chloride 

PRV  Pressure Reducing Valve 

PSI  Pounds per Square Inch 

RTU  Remote Telemetry Unit 

RUE  Residential Unit Equivalent 

SF  Square Feet 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

TDH  Total Dynamic Head 

TOU  Time-of-Use 
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EXISTING WATER SYSTEM 
 

WATER RIGHTS 
 

The City of Lakeport takes water from two sources: Clear Lake and the Scotts Valley 

Aquifer, both of which are located in the same watershed.  The 2004 City of Lakeport 

Municipal Services Review reports there are no records showing that the City of 

Lakeport applied for historical water rights until September 1995.  On that date, the City 

entered into an agreement with the Yolo County Flood Control and the Water 

Conservation District, whereby both parties agreed that the City’s historical water rights 

were 750 Ac-ft per year.  A copy of the agreement can be found in Appendix B.  Under 

the agreement the 750 Ac-ft of water is to be taken from wells that draw water from the 

Scotts Valley Aquifer, whose location is shown on Figure 1 (figures are located in the 

back of this report).  The agreement also allows the City to purchase 2,000 Ac-ft of 

water from the Yolo County Flood Control and the Water Conservation District to be 

drawn from either Clear Lake or the Scotts Valley Aquifer.  The agreement is valid until 

January 1st, 2030, with an automatic 10-year extension, unless either party elects to 

terminate the agreement. The agreement states that “in the event that there is a 

shortage of water available from Clear Lake, municipal water use around Clear Lake 

shall have priority over other uses”.   

 

Secondary Water Source:  In March 1991, the City entered into a 2-year agreement to 

purchase water from Lake County to meet a California Department of Public Health 

Compliance order that they increase their available water supplies.  A combination 

pressure reducing/pressure sustaining valve was installed at the intersection of 

Lakeshore Boulevard and Hartley Avenue to allow for the transfer of water from Lake 

County Service Area No. 21.  The maximum flow through the valve is 85 to 95 GPM. 

 

From 1992 to 1998, the County intertie provided a significant source of water to the City; 

however, since the water treatment plant was upgraded the City has ceased to draw 

significant volumes of water through the intertie.  The County intertie is still connected 
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and can supply water in case of emergency water shortages or to provide additional fire 

flow to the localized north Lakeport area. 

 

The City does not appear to have a current contract with the County regarding the 

intertie.  City staff believes that the County supplies the water as if it were a regular 

household connection and charges the City the same water rate. 

 

SUPPLY SYSTEM 
 

Plate 1 (located at the end of the report) illustrates the existing water distribution 

system, Clear Lake raw water intakes, the water treatment facility, and wells.  The major 

facilities are described in detail in this section of the Master Plan. 

 

The City’s water supply is derived from the water treatment plant and from the four 

municipal wells.  Firm production capacity is a measure of the systems ability to 

produce water with the largest continual water producer being out of service.  The 

largest producer in the City’s system is the City’s Treatment Plant with a total capacity 

of between 600 and 1,200-GPM.  The treatment plants capacity is contingent on 

weather one or two of the filter trains are operating.  With both filters in operation, the 

plant can produce about 1,200-GPM.  However, when looking at firm capacity of the 

treatment plant it is normal to only consider that the plant can continuously operate with 

only one filter due to operational filter shut down such as during backwash of the filters 

and maintenance.  Therefore, for this report it was assumed that the treatment plant has 

a firm capacity of around 600-GPM and that the 8-inch Scotts Creek Well, which has a 

production capacity of between 700 to 900-GPM, was considered as the largest water 

producer in the system.  If the 8-inch Scotts Creek Well were out of service during the 

summer months, the two Green Ranch Wells, the 4-inch Scotts Creek Well, and the 

water treatment facility would have a estimated firm production capacity of 1,540-GPM 

or 2.2 MGD.   
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Wells 
 
The majority of the City’s water production comes from four wells drawing water from 

the Scotts Valley Aquifer.  The City currently owns two wells in Scotts Creek, which are 

sometimes referred to as the ‘City Wells’, and also leases two wells from Green Ranch.  

The water from the wells is pumped to the City’s storage tanks where it is chlorinated 

before going out to the distribution system.  Figure 1 shows the location of the wells and 

the Scotts Valley Aquifer and Table 1 lists available details regarding each of the wells. 

 

Scotts Creek Wells:  The City currently owns two wells located in Scotts Creek; the 4-

inch and 8-inch wells.  Both well heads and some of the well discharge piping are 

located within the existing creek bed and are exposed to creek flows and vandals (see 

picture below).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Because of their location, the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) has set 

limitations regarding the use of the Scotts Creek Wells.  CDPH prohibits the operation of 

these wells when there is standing water within 150 feet of the wells, or if the well water 

turbidities exceed 0.5 NTU.  These provisions limit the use of the Scotts Creek Wells to 

the late spring, summer, and early fall months prior to significant rains causing the creek 

to flow (refer to Figure 2).   
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4-Inch Scotts Creek Well (North Well):  The 4-inch Scotts Creek Well has a 25-HP 

submersible well pump and was constructed in 1970.  The well produces between 100 

to 400-GPM, depending on groundwater levels and operator settings.  It has been 

reported by City staff that this well has gone dry in the past and is turned off during the 

late summer if the groundwater table drops below the well’s screens (estimated at 

30 feet below ground surface). 

 

8-Inch Scotts Creek (South Well):  The 8-Inch Scotts Creek South Well has a 60 HP 

submersible well pump and was constructed in 1971.  It produces from 700 to 900 GPM 

depending on the groundwater level and operator settings.  The well appears to be 

highly productive and there is no record of this well going dry due to low groundwater 

levels. 

 

As discussed, both Scotts Creek Wells are located in the creek bed and may be 

susceptible to damage from floating debris when the creek flows.  In addition, the 

discharge pipe leading from the 8-inch Scotts Creek Well is exposed and could also be 

damaged by debris flowing in the creek.  Both well heads have very little protection from 

vandals. 

 

Green Ranch Wells:  The City currently operates two wells on land that it leases from 

Green Ranch.  These wells can be operated at any time of the year; however, they have 

a lower pumping capacity than the Scotts Creek Wells.  Both of the Green Ranch Wells 

are equipped with Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs), which allow for the City to throttle 

back the pumping rate of these wells as groundwater levels mandate. The East Well 

head is located in a poorly constructed wooden structure, and the West Well head and 

discharge piping is located out in the open.  The Green Ranch Well site has poor 

security and is susceptible to vandals.    

 

Figure 2, 2006 MONTHLY WATER PRODUCTION, shows how well pumping volumes 

are modified over the course of the year.   
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Green Ranch East Well:  The Green Ranch East Well has a 25-HP submersible well 

pump and was constructed in 1959.  It produces between 100 to 400-GPM depending 

on the City’s reservoir levels, groundwater drawdown, and operator settings.  This well 

has been known to go dry in the late summer months and is then turned off by the City 

operators.      

 

The Green Ranch West Well has a 30-HP submersible well pump and was constructed 

in 1966.  It produces from 100 to 450-GPM, depending on tank levels, groundwater 

level and operator settings.  Historically, as the summer progresses, this well produces 

less water due to decreasing groundwater levels.   

 

The 8-inch well head is located inside a poorly constructed building and the 4-inch well 

head is out in the open along with the well discharge piping and security at the site is 

lacking.   

 

It has been determined that the City’s contract with Green Ranch, for the use of the two 

wells, will expire in the year 2014.  As discussed above, the loss of these wells would 

reduce the City’s available supply capacity by as much as 850-GPM and would limit the 

City’s capacity to draw their maximum allotment of water (i.e. 750 Ac-ft) from the Scotts 

Valley Aquifer.  

 

Scotts Valley Aquifer 
 

As discussed, the City’s wells take water from the Scotts Valley Aquifer.  Based on the 

Department of Water Resources (DWR), Scotts Valley Groundwater Basin’s 

Bulletin 118, the aquifer appears to be fully utilized.  Figure 1 shows the boundary of the 

aquifer.  The DWR estimates the usable storage capacity of the aquifer to be 

approximately 4,500 Ac-ft; however, it also estimates that 4,200 Ac-ft is extracted for 

agricultural uses and 520 Ac-ft for municipal/industrial uses annually.  Therefore, the 

estimated 4,720 Ac-ft of water drawn is 220 Ac-ft above the estimated usable storage 

capacity of the aquifer; however, the DWR bulletin indicates that the aquifer is currently 

not being overdrawn due to adequate sources of water replenishing this aquifer (i.e. 
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Scotts Creek, Clear Lake, etc.).  A copy of Bulletin 118 is included in Appendix D of this 

report.   

 

Historically, during years of drought the groundwater levels of the aquifer have dropped 

up to 10 feet, but have then recovered to pre-drought levels relatively soon thereafter.  

Information estimating the reduced availability of water in the Scotts Valley Aquifer 

during times of drought has not been found.  

 

As discussed in the Water Rights section of this report, the contract the City has with 

the Yolo County Irrigation and Flood Control District gives the City priority to the Scotts 

Valley Aquifer water during periods of drought.  Therefore, it appears that during an 

extended drought, the City would receive its full allotment of 750 Ac-ft and possibly 

more, if the City had the pumping systems to remove the water from the ground.  

However, the fact that the City Wells draw water from the Scotts Valley Aquifer and 

have historically experienced reductions in pumping capacity due to decreased 

groundwater levels; implies that the aquifer can be impacted by drought conditions and 

that the City’s  existing wells could be subject to even greater capacity reductions if 

significant droughts were to occur in the future.  This possible reduction in City Wells 

capacity during drought conditions would have to made up with water conservation 

practices and utilizing the City’s treatment plant.   

 

Water Treatment Facility 
 

History:  In 1981, the City constructed a water 

treatment facility on Konocti Avenue to treat 

Clear Lake water.  The facility had a capacity to 

treat 0.58 MGD (500 GPM) and received water 

from the K Street Booster Pump Station.  The 

facility was constructed to provide water 

primarily during the peak summer month 

demands.  The combined production capacity of the City’s wells and the treatment 
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facility was 1.78 MGD, which was equivalent to the City’s maximum day demand 

(MDD).  In 1989, the California Department of Public Health issued Compliance Order 

No. 02-015, which determined that the City lacked sufficient water supply and required 

that the facility be expanded.  In response to the order, the City entered into an 

agreement with Lake County, whereby the County provided a backup supply of water 

through an intertie located along Lakeshore Avenue.  The intertie with the County 

allowed the City to postpone improvements to the water treatment facility.  

 

The treatment plant was unable to operate from 1994 to 1995, because it did not meet 

the Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) disinfection requirement for minimum 

chlorine contact time.  In 1996, a new 136,000-gallon chlorine contact tank with baffling 

was constructed to increase the time the chlorine was in contact with the water, which in 

turn, increased the level of disinfection.    

 

The City began significant improvements to the water treatment plant in 1998 to 

increase its capacity and water quality. The improvements included upgrading the 

K Street Booster Pump Station, 

replacing the ozone system, 

adding a new filtration system, and 

installing additional activated 

charcoal columns.  The 

improvements were completed in 

2000.   

 

Processes:  The treatment plant 

treats water by pumping it from the 

lake, raising its pH, pre-ozonating, 

filtering through a Robert Pacer II 

system modified with upflow boyant media clarification, post-ozonating, passing it 

through an activated  charcoal filter, and finally disinfecting it with chlorine.  Figure 3 

shows a schematic of the process of the treatment facility.  The treatment facility 

includes a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) programmable logic 
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controller programming to control the operations of the facility, and recorded data 

throughout the facility.  The water treatment plant design criteria can be found in 

Appendix C. 

 
Clear Lake Water Intake and Pumps:  The raw water intake was constructed in 1981 

to supply water to the then new water treatment facility.  The 14-inch ductile iron pipe 

originates at the wet well, located at the K Street Booster Pump Station, and extends 

2,200 feet into Clear Lake.  The intake rests on the bottom of the lake and rises towards 

the lake surface where it is marked by a buoy to warn boaters.   

 

The bottom of the intake screen is located at an elevation of 1316.3 feet 

(-1.96 Rumsey), is 8 inches high, and 25 feet in circumference.  Figure 4 details the 

intake structure.  Previous reports state that the intake structure has a maximum flow 

capacity of 1,500 GPM at a minimum lake elevation of -3.26 Rumsey (1315 feet1); 

however, -3.26 Rumsey is below the intakes of the screens.  The original designers may 

have intended that when lake levels drop to or below the screens that a pump be set up 

on a barge to draw water from the lake into the intake structure.  Historical records 

indicate that the lake level has dropped below -1.96 Rumsey only once over the past 

138 years (in November 1977 the minimum lake level was recorded as -3.39 Rumsey). 

 

Pumping lake water into the intake structure may result in the treatment facility having to 

treat water with higher than normal turbidities, which may reduce the treatment plant’s 

production capacity.  Furthermore, coordinating the pumping of lake water into the 

intake structure with facility operations may be disruptive. 

 

The intake operates as a siphon, and receives the water into a wet well located at the 

K Street Booster Pump Station.  A vacuum pump located in the wet well runs if the lake 

drops below 3’ Rumsey (1321.3 feet) to initiate the siphon.  Under normal operation the 

vacuum pump is not used. 
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Located in the wet well at the K Street Pump Station are two 900 GPM submersible 

variable speed pumps.  These pumps convey water via 2,000 feet of 10-inch asbestos 

cement main to the water treatment facility.  With both pumps in operation the maximum 

flow rate through the 10-inch main to the water treatment facility is 1,400 GPM.   The 

firm pumping capacity (assuming one pump is out of service) of the K Street Pump 

Station is 900 GPM.  There is room in the K Street wet well to install a third pump to 

increase the firm pumping capacity to 1,400 GPM. 

 

An emergency generator receptacle has been installed at the pump station to allow an 

emergency generator to be connected quickly and safely.  

 

Recently Zebra mussels, in the form of Dreissena bugensis ( also known as quagga 

mussels), have now, for the first time, established a beachhead west of the continental 

divide at locations such as Lake Meade. The significance of this event cannot be 

overstated.  Zebra mussels are harmful fouling organisms; they attach by the millions to 

submerged objects, fill and block water pipes and pumps, and clog protective intake 

screens.  The impact of an infestation of quagga mussels on the City of Lakeport’s 

intake structure and piping would be significant, possibly preventing the City from taking 

raw water from Clear Lake.  Although no infestation has been found in Clear Lake at 

this time, it is recommended that the City partner with other local agencies to monitor  

Clear Lake and other near-by water bodies for a possible infestation.   

 

If an infestation does occur on the City’s intake structure, there have been several 

methods that have been effective in controlling the mussel.  Pipe pigging in conjunction 

with manual cleaning of the intake structure using divers could be employed.  Pigging of 

the 14-inch intake pipe may require that the existing piping be modified to include a pig 

access connection and reverse pumping at the K Street pump station.  Manual cleaning 

of the Lake intakes would employ divers using wire brushes, abrasive blasting, or 

hydroblasting.  Finally, there has been some success with coating water intakes with 

antifouling coatings, which release a mussel toxin at the surface of the coating.  These 

coatings are generally copper-based and have been effective in controlling mussel 

colonization.  Clearly, any coating system that prohibits the growth of the mussel would 
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have to be approved by all regulatory agencies prior to use on any of the City’s raw 

water facilities. 

 

Pre-Treatment:  As water enters the 

treatment facility, sodium hypochlorite 

is injected to begin the disinfection 

process condition the algae for 

removal from the water.  Facility 

operators have found that chlorine is 

more effective than ozone at 

conditioning algae for filtration.  At the 

same time either sulfuric or 

hydrochloric acid is added to the water 

to lower the pH to 7.8, which improves the systems ability to treat the water.  During the 

daytime, raw water has a pH between 8.0 and 9.0, which is above the optimum pH for 

the coagulation/flocculation processes to be effective.  The pH rises during the day and 

fallsat night due to the presence of algae.  As the City grows, the treatment facility will 

eventually need to begin producing water at night when the pH will have dropped.  The 

City will then need to adjust its treatment process accordingly.    

 

Recycled water from the backwash ponds may be injected into the system at this point 

of the process.  The recycled water may not exceed 10 percent of the total combined 

flow into the facility.   

 

Water is then ozonated to break down organics and further condition the algae for 

filtration.  The ozone system has a detention time of 5.3 minutes at a flow rate of 

1,200 GPM, and ozone dosing rates range from 2.5 to 5.6 mg/L.  City staff dose at 

higher rates during the summer months when algae levels are at their highest because 

algae can have a detrimental effect on the taste and odor of water.  

 

Water is then pumped and injected with two coagulants:  Aluminum Chlorohydrate 

(ACH) and a cationic polymer.  A static in-line mixer thoroughly mixes coagulant with 
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the water to begin the coagulation process.  Current dosing rates vary from 2.5 to 

11.6 mg/L for the ACH and 0.9 to 5.2 mg/L for the cationic polymer.   

 
Filtration:  The water is then processed through one of two modified Roberts Pacer II 

filters units.  The unit process begins by having the water flow upward through an 

buoyant media upflow adsorption clarifier, which can remove 70 percent or more of the 

solids loading from the water.  The adsorption clarifier contains the same buoyant media 

used in a Microfloc Trident filter.  

 

The adsorption clarifiers are sometimes commonly called roughing filters and are each 

rated at a 700 GPM (10.3 GPM/SF surface loading rate).  At this loading rate the 

roughing filters produce water at about 1.0 NTU turbidity.  The adsorption clarifiers are 

designed to start a backwash when the head loss across the clarifier is at 4 feet, which 

occurs every 2 to 6 hours with the average being every 4 hours.  Backwash water is 

then sent to the ponds to decant and then be recycled. 

 

Water flows from the roughing filter to the multimedia (coal, sand garnet) filter, which 

produces waters with turbidities of less than 0.2 NTU.  At 600 GPM, the surface loading 

rate on the polishing filter is 4.3 GPM/SF.   

 

The multimedia filters are backwashed every one to three days, based on headloss or 

time of use.  The backwash sequence is air-scouring, backwash, and finally 

‘filter-to-waste’.  At the start of a backwash the filter is air scoured at 3.0 SCFM with no 

flow through the filter.  Next, the filter bed is fluidized by sending water backwards 

through the filter at a rate of 2,500 GPM or 17.9 GPM/SF and the water is sent to the 

backwash ponds.  Finally, the filter begins normal operation except that the initial water 

is sent to the backwash ponds for a short period as a 'filter-to-waste' step.  This is done 

because the filters initially produce poor quality water and need time to 'ripen' and 

produce water of high quality.   

 

In 2002, the original Pacer II was modified when it was found that the gravel media 

would fluidize due to the collection of gas bubbles, turbidity largely in the form of algae, 
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and the upflow movement of water.  The eruption resulted in highly turbid waters being 

passed on to the multimedia filter, which couldn't properly process the water and 

consequently produced water, which did not meet standards.  The media was replaced 

with U.S. Filter buoyant media, which does not experience 'eruptions' and consequently 

does not disrupt the treatment process. 

 

The PACER II filter is defined as an alternative technology under the Enhanced Surface 

Water Treatment Rule (EWSTR), and is therefore required to prove that it can achieve 

2.0 log removal of Giardia and Cryptosporidium cysts through the filtration process.  

Roberts Filters reports on their webpage that their system can achieve 3.0 log removal 

of Giardia and Cryptosporidium cysts.  However, in 2005 the California Department of 

Public Health listed the Roberts PACER II as not yet having proved it can achieve the 

minimum 2.0 log removal of Cryptosporidium.  

 

Post-Treatment:  After filtration, water is pumped 

to a 12,800-gallon ozone contact basin.  At a flow 

rate of 1,200 GPM, the theoretical detention time in 

the basin is 10.6 minutes and ozone dosing rates 

vary from 0.8 to 4.1 mg/L, with the average being 

2.1 mg/L.  Post ozonation provides additional 

Giardia inactivation as well as taste and odor 

conditioning.     

 

The final treatment step is to pass water through 

one of four granulated activated carbon (GAC) filter 

trains.  Each train consists of two filter columns, 

each measuring 9 feet in diameter by 18 feet in height.  Each column contains 

535 cubic feet of activated carbon (8.5 feet high), which provides an estimated 

6.7 minutes of contact time with the carbon.  The GAC process is done to reduce 

dissolved organic matter and precursors that cause taste and odor problems. 
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The activated carbon columns slowly accumulate particles and thereby increase the 

head loss across the 

columns.  When the 

carbon vessels are 

backwashed the 

discharged water is 

directed to the 

backwash ponds. 

 

The activated carbon 

within the two carbon vessels that make up Train 1 is over eight years old and is 

reaching its useful life.  It is recommended that this GAC be replaced within the next 

one or two years.  It has been reported that removal of the existing GAC within the Train 

1 vessels may be problematic due to lack of access into the existing vessels and that 

the vessels may need to be modified (i.e., installation of larger access openings) in 

order to allow for ease of carbon installation. 

 

Once water passes through the GAC columns, it is dosed with chlorine and enters a 

136,000-gallon chlorine contact tank.  The tank is baffled with interior walls to increase 

the theoretical detention time of the water and consequently improve microbial 

inactivation.   A spiral hypalon baffle was added to the tank to provide a channel length 

to width ratio of approximately 20:1, which produces an allowable T10/T of 0.45.  

Therefore, the tank has a T10 residence time of 102 minutes at a flow of 600 GPM. The 

disinfected water then proceeds to a 14,500-gallon clearwell. 

 

Distribution Pumping:  From the clearwell, the treated water is pumped into the 

distribution system by one of two variable frequency drive pumps.  Each of the 60-HP 

pumps is capable of pumping at a rate of 750 GPM.  There is room for a third pump to 

be installed when the treatment plant is expanded.   
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Backwash Ponds & Recycled Water:  Three backwash ponds are located on site to 

store backwash water and filter to waste processes.  Solids in the water settle to the 

bottom of the pond and produce low particulate, 2.0 NTU, which is recycled.  The ponds 

operate two at one time in series to remove the solids from the water.  At the same time, 

the third pond is removed from service, de-watered, dried, and finally the sludge is 

scrapped off and removed.   

 

Decanted water from the second 

settling pond is pumped back to 

the pre-treatment system and 

injected into the treatment system 

just before the pre-zone contact 

chamber.  The enhanced surface 

water treatment rule (ESWTR) 

requires that the recycle flow not exceed 10 percent of the total flow into the system.    

 

The three ponds have a total capacity of 1.99 Ac-ft (648,000 gallons).  Each pond is 

cycled every six months. For example, the first six months Pond No.1 is the primary 

clarifier, the next six months a secondary clarifier, and the final six months it is dried and 

cleaned to complete the year-and-a-half cycle.    

 

Production and Power Cost 
 

A comparison of the electrical costs of operating the wells and treatment facility is 

shown in Table 2 and on Figure 5.  As can be seen from Table 2, the City’s wells are all 

operating using an “A6” time-of-use (TOU) PG&E service rate.  The water treatment 

plant uses an “A10S” general demand electrical rate.  The “A6” rate is a sliding scale, 

which fluctuates throughout a 24 hour period.  In the summer (i.e. May 1 to October 31) 

there are three scales; On-Peak, Partial-Peak, and Off-Peak.  Table 2 estimates the 

power costs to operate the wells during the summer of 2006.  As can be seen from this 

table, during the summer On-Peak demand period, between 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m., it 

cost the City between $342/MG to $475/MG to operate all of the City wells.  The cost of 
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operating the wells during the Off-Peak summer hours, from 9:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m., is 

from $102/MG to $141/MG.   

 

The water treatment plant uses the “A10S” electrical rate, which is a fixed rate schedule 

for high demand electrical facilities that operate during On-Peak and Partial-Peak 

periods.  In the summer of 2006, the average electrical cost to produce a million gallons 

of water at the City’s treatment plant was estimated at $543/MG.  This is directly related 

to the multiple steps within the treatment process that use electrical power.   

 

Table 2 can be used as a guide to optimize the City’s water production electrical costs.  

For example, this analysis indicates that the electrical costs to operate the Scotts Creek 

Wells is approximately 28 percent less than operating the Green Ranch Wells during 

On-Peak demand periods.  One of the reasons for this difference is probably due to the 

Scott Creek Well pumps being constant speed pumps and the Green Ranch Well 

pumps being variable frequency drives.  Therefore, it is recommended that the City 

utilize the Scott Creek Wells pumps as the lead pumps under all conditions followed by 

the Green Ranch Wells and finally the treatment plant. 

 

STORAGE RESERVOIRS 
 

Adequate water storage facilities in a water system are important for a number of 

reasons.  It may be necessary to replace a pumped supply with stored water in the case 

of a power outage or broken pipeline.  Also, it is usually more economical to rely on 

water from storage, rather than pumped water, to furnish fire flows and peak demand 

flows in excess of the average flow used on the day of MDD.  The City of Lakeport 

currently has two active reservoirs that are described in Table 3.  The City's total current 

storage capacity is 2.5 MG, which meets the existing storage requirement of 2.38 MG.  

The required storage volume is determined by the amount of storage needed to supply 

fire flows and to supply the system for six hours during emergencies. 

 

In the past, the City operated two below grade reinforced concrete reservoirs located at 

the City’s property on Brewery Hill.  These two tanks have a combined volume of 
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roughly 700,000 gallons.  Since both tanks are over 75 years old and have had 

maintenance issues, the City no longer operates them as a part of the potable water 

distribution system. 

 

The 1,000,000-gallon (1.0 MG) Reservoir is a 74-foot diameter, 33-foot tall circular 

welded steel aboveground reservoir.  The reservoir was constructed in 1976, and is 

located off of Riggs Road on Brewery Hill.   

 

Completed in 1999, the 1,500,000-gallon (1.5 MG) Reservoir is a welded steel 

above-ground tank located next to the 1.0 MG Reservoir.  The reservoir is 36 feet high 

with a diameter of 85 feet. 

 

Both reservoirs are filled by the Scotts Valley and Green Ranch Wells, as well as the 

water treatment plant.  The wells are normally turned on by the reservoir levels through 

the City’s radio telemetry/SCADA system. 

 

Chlorine is added to the water that is pumped from the City’s wells just before it enters 

the storage tanks.  The Department of Public Health (CDPH) requires the City maintain 

chlorine residual in the distribution system due to the addition of treated water from the 

lake.  The chlorine dosage concentration is continuously measured prior to going into 

the 1 MG tank.  The dosage concentration is manually controlled and can range 

between 0.9 mg/l to 2.0 mg/l.  If the chlorine levels fall outside of this range the City’s 

SCADA control system sounds an alarm and causes the City’s well pumps to shut 

down.   

 

The fire flow storage requirement for the system was determined to be about 1.92 MG.  

This is required to fight a possible fire at the County Courthouse, which has been 

determined by the Lakeport Fire Department to be a flow of 8,000 GPM for four hours.    

Furthermore, the current distribution system cannot convey a fire flow of 8,000 GPM to 

the courthouse and attempting to improve the existing distribution system to provide that 

much flow would be cost prohibitive.  The City should meet with the Lakeport Fire 

Department officials in order to investigate how these recommended fire flows can be 
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reduced.  One alternative that should be examined is to add approved fire suppression 

sprinklers to some of the high fire flow structures, such as the County Court House. 

Reducing the fire flow requirement would reduce the fire storage requirements and 

make any surplus storage the City has available for growth, as well as delaying the 

need for storage reservoirs in the future.  

 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
 

The existing distribution system is shown on Plate 1.  The City of Lakeport's water 

distribution system is made up of approximately 201,000 linear feet (38.0 miles) of 

piping, ranging from 1-inch to 14-inches in diameter piping.  The piping primarily 

consists of cast iron, asbestos cement, galvanized steel, and ductile iron.  Some of the 

older cast iron water mains in the system may date back to 1890’s.  In addition, some of 

these older cast iron pipes were improperly installed when compared to today’s 

standard construction practices and has contributed to the deteriorating of these pipes. 

Table 4 and Figure 6 show the location of leaks that have occurred between the 

years 1996 and 2003.  As can be seen, a significant number of the leaks in the water 

mains (i.e. 4-inch pipes and smaller) occurred in the cast iron and galvanized steel 

mains.  

 

Approximately 28 percent (i.e., 56,700 feet) of the distribution piping is of substandard 

size (4-inch or smaller).  This piping may not be large enough to convey enough water 

to provide adequate fire flows under the 2003 Uniform Fire Code.  For example, the 

City’s fire department recommends 8,000 GPM fire flow to the County Courthouse 

located in the City’s commercial area and 4,000 GPM fire flow to the commercial areas 

of the City, such as the historical downtown area.   

 

The CDPH dictates the pressure requirements of a distribution system under Section 

64566 of the Title 22 California Code of Regulations, more commonly known as the 

“Blue Book.”  
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§64566. System Pressure 

 
(a) Changes in distribution systems shall be designed to maintain an operating pressure at 

all service connections of not less than 20 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) (140 
kiloPascals gauge (kPas)) under the following demand conditions: 

(1) User maximum hour demand. 
(2) User average day demand plus design fire flow. 

  
(b) In a public water system supplying users at widely varying elevations, a water supplier 

may furnish a service to a user which does not comply with (a) if the user is fully advised 
of the conditions under which minimum service may be expected and the user's 
agreement is secured in writing. This waiver shall be applicable only to individual 
service connections.   

 
(c) Water mains shall be designed to have at least five psig (35 kPag) pressure throughout 

any buried length of the main except when the main is removed from service for repairs 
or maintenance. This requirement shall not apply to short lengths of water main near 
reservoir inlets and outlets provided:   

(1) The water main is on premises owned, leased or controlled by the water supplier; 
or   

(2) The prior review and written approval of the Department is obtained. 
 

The City’s distribution system meets most of these requirements except for 

Section (A)2.  There are portions of the City that cannot maintain 20 PSI pressure 

during average day demand, plus design fire flow.  This may be due to the undersized 

pipes in the distribution system. 

 
Hydraulic Model:  To evaluate the City of Lakeport distribution system, a computer 

program (MW Soft’s H2O-Net) that modeled the entire distribution system was 

prepared.  All 2-inch and larger pipelines were included in the model.  The model 

contains approximately 500 pipelines and flow demands were assigned to 

approximately 300 nodes.  The existing distribution system was simulated under a flow 

condition experienced in July 2006, to determine if there were any apparent 

weaknesses in the distribution system, such as low pressures.  Analysis of output 

pressures, flows, and head loss in pipelines provided the information needed to identify 

desirable pipeline upgrades and other system 
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improvements.  The distribution system model was analyzed under 2006 summer 

demands and the results compared to the City’s historical SCADA tank, well, and 

treatment plant records for the same time period.  Next, field fire flow tests that were 

collected on September 14, 2007 (see Table 5), were compared to fire flow model 

results.  Based on this comparison, adjustments were made to the hydraulic model to 

better duplicate the distribution system flows and pressures.   

 

Based on the hydraulic model, the primary weakness of the City’s current distribution 

system was found to be inadequate fire flow capacity in certain areas, primarily due to 

the large number of undersized (4-inch and less) water mains within the distribution 

system.  The model also confirmed City staff observations, that there are low pressures 

(i.e., below 50 PSI) in the hills in the northwest portion of the City.  Although, these 

pressures are above 20 PSI and meet CDPH requirements (see above), they are too 

low for the system to meet recommended fire flows in those higher elevations.  Some of 

these higher elevation areas include Boggs Street and 20th Avenue. 

 

As discussed previously, the fire flow requirements vary throughout the City depending 

on building use and type of construction.  The fire flow requirements used to evaluate 

the adequacy of the distribution system were obtained from the Lakeport Fire District 

and are based on the 2003 Uniform Fire Code.  These flows were assumed to be 

coincident with a consumers' demand rate equivalent to the maximum hour demand 

(MHD).  The criteria for fire flow are of major importance in evaluation of a water 

system.  The critical fire flow areas were analyzed by computer, by setting the residual 

pressures at those locations at 20 PSI and determining the available flow.  In all cases, 

the effective capacity of the system was used by having all well pumps and the 

treatment plant running, as would occur during heavy demands, except that the largest 

production well (i.e., the 8-inch Scotts Creek Well) was not operating in order to 

simulate effective capacity of the system. 
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FIRE HYDRANTS 
 

The location of the City's 256 fire hydrants is shown on Plate 1 which is located in the 

sleeve at the end of this report.  A Master Water Plan evaluates fire flows because they 

evaluate distribution system while it is stressed; however, fire hydrant placement is 

beyond the scope of this report and is the responsibility of the Lakeport Fire Protection 

District.  The District was contacted and invited to submit the location of needed fire 

hydrants within the City Limits so that the City could work with the District to improve fire 

protection to its residents.  The location of these hydrants is shown in red on Plate 2. 

(LFPD has yet to return the map).    

 

CONTROL AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
 

The Profibus telemetry system and SCADA program allow the City to monitor and 

automatically control the four wells, reservoir levels, K Street Pump Station and water 

treatment plant.  Currently, the wells are turned on when the two City tank levels drop 

below a predetermined set point and operate until the tanks are filled.  The Profibus 

telemetry communication between the wells and reservoirs is controlled through a 

Central Control Console (CCC) computer located at the water treatment plant.  The 

CCC and the Profibus telemetry equipment is a critical tool in allowing the City to 

efficiently control the water system.  Unfortunatley, City staff report that the Profibus 

telemetry system is subject to errors and needs to be replaced.  Should any part of the 

telemetry system fail, then the entire communication system goes down and level 

control and pump operation between the wells and the reservoirs and between the K 

Street Pump station and the treatment plant has to be operated in manual until the 

telemetry system is repaired.  Furthermore, the current SCADA software control system 

that operates the treatment plant is too complicated and requires a significant amount of 

programming to evaluate and maintain.  When programming issues occur the City 

operators either have to expend large amounts of time trying to determine programming 

errors or call programming specialist to perform this work.  If this error is critical the 
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entire treatment plant may have to be operated in manual or shut down completely until 

the system is repaired.  

 
WATER SYSTEM DEMANDS 
 

To determine the future needs of the water system, it was necessary to establish the 

physical and political boundaries of the service area and to estimate the population for 

that area at various times in the future.  The water study area for the City of Lakeport is 

shown on Plate 2, located at the end of this report.  The study area was selected by City 

staff and planners and is designated as the City’s Sphere of Influence, as well as a 

region to the south that is proposed for a large residential development near the City’s 

wastewater treatment plant (see Plate 2 Area 19). 

 

In order to estimate the number of additional households that will connect to the system 

in the next 20 years, the growth rates used in this Master Plan were based on the 

minimum growth alternative defined in the May 14, 2007, City of Lakeport Draft General 

Plan.  Using a 1.1 percent per year growth rate over the next 20 year period, the 

estimated increase in the number of RUEs within the current City limits would be  

roughly 640 by year 2028.  As discussed, the general plan also proposes that there is 

interest in developing land that is south of the current City limits (see Plate 2) near the 

City’s wastewater treatment plant.  It has been suggested that this southerly area has 

the potential of adding 1,000 to 1,500 RUE’s, mainly as residential developments, to the 

City’s sphere of influence.  For this study, it was decided to evaluate the potential 

impacts of this southerly area as a part of the master plan assuming that the growth in 

this area would occur beyond the next 20 years and that the water system 

improvements needed to sustain these southerly developments would be financed and 

constructed by the developers on a as needed basis.   If this southerly area were to 

develop earlier than expected then the water system improvements that were 

developed in this master plan would be needed sooner. 

 

The location and size of each development proposed in the next 20 years was compiled 

by the City’s Community Development Department and is shown in Appendix A (see 
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Housing Units Proposed in the City of Lakeport April 2007) and are also indicated on 

Plate 2.  This list was used in disbursing future residential unit equivalents (RUEs) 

throughout the Lakeport Study Area.  A RUE is defined as the water usage of an 

average single family household. 
 

The Parallel Drive annexation was also included as part of the growth and the mains 

required to serve the area added to Table 6 and shown on Plate 2.  The proposed 

mains to serve the Parallel Drive annexation allow for a maximum 1,500 GPM fire flow.  

This was done because in order provide to the water main improvements to the 

distribution system required to provide a higher fire flow would be cost prohibitive.  This 

Master Plan assumes properties that would require higher fire flows would install 

sprinklers to reduce the fire flow requirement or would install a tank, as shown on 

Plate 2, to provide additional flows. 

 
Historical Demands:  The State Department of Finance (DOF) has estimated the City’s 

population, within the City limits, increased from 4,820 in 2000 to 5,125 in 2006.  This is 

a population increase of approximately 1.0 percent per year.  Although population 

growth rate could be used to predict future water consumption, the population growth 

rate alone tends to neglect other factors that can affect water consumption and 

production.  For example, increases or decreases in commercial and industrial water 

use and the current trend for higher, end residential development with higher 

landscaping irrigation needs also impact water demands.   
 

The number of metered water services in 1990 was estimated to be 2,040.  In 2006, the 

number of services had increased to approximately 2,310, for an average annual growth 

rate of approximately 0.8 percent (see Figure 7) or about 17 services per year.   

 

Yearly water production has grown at an average rate of 9.8 Ac-ft (3.19 MG) per year 

since 1990 as shown on Figure 8.  This is a growth rate of 1.5 percent per year and 

given that an average RUE consumes approximately 0.13 MG annually, the addition of 

17 services per year would equate to about 2.2 MG per year, which is considerably less 

than the estimated 3.12 MG/year that has been seen over the past 16 years.  This 
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difference may be due to a number of factors; larger commercial meters, significant 

water usage due to construction, more affluent homes with significant landscaping, 

inaccurate water meters, the Westside Park non-metered irrigation, or increased water 

main leakage. 

 

Figure 9 shows the City’s monthly water production from 1995 to 2006 and as would be 

expected the highest demands are during the summer months.  On average, the 

highest demand month is July, followed closely by August.     

 

Table 7 shows the monthly water production by month for each of the City’s water 

sources for 2006.  The records show that the Green Ranch Wells were responsible for 

51 percent of City’s water production followed by Scott Creek Wells (31 percent) and 

the 18 percent contributed by the treatment plant.  
 

Historical water usage for distribution systems are typically evaluated based on water 

consumed, water produced, and unaccounted for water (i.e., the difference between 

consumed water and produced water).  Comparing July 2006 water service records 

(i.e., consumption) with water production records (well pumping and treatment plant flow 

records), the estimated unaccounted for water was determined to be about 12 percent.  

This is considered a reasonable amount, given the size and age of the City’s distribution 

system.   

  

Based on the City’s historical production records, Table 8 estimates typical water usage 

per service meter.  Generally, each water service within the Lakeport system uses 

approximately 393 gallons per day per year. 

 

Projected Water Demands:  To predict future water demands, the average water use 

by a single family home must be estimated.  This can best be accomplished by review 

of the water production and water consumption records to define RUE.  Table 9, (TOP 

40 USERS AND RESIDENTIAL UNITS EQUIVALENT DETERMINATION), shows how 

the typical RUE demand was determined based upon consumption and production.  

RUE is the water usage of an average single-family household.  Subtracting maximum 
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monthly water consumed by the largest 40 users from the total metered water used and 

then averaging the remaining water over the remaining active service connections 

(assumed to be single-family homes), yields the maximum monthly consumption 

demand per RUE (MMD/RUE).  The major water users can then be expressed in terms 

of RUEs as shown in the last column in Table 9.  In 2006, the City had 1,885 billed 

service connections that were equivalent to approximately 2,607 RUEs, each of which 

had a production ADD of approximately 352 GPD/RUE and a MMD of 553 GPD/RUE.  
 

The consumption demand rates were determined on a RUE basis.  As discussed 

above, a RUE is the water usage determined by averaging all water users in the 

system.  By doing this, it is representative of the typical water use from a single-family 

dwelling.  Commercial and multi-family residential use can then be expressed in RUEs.  

For example, a laundromat may use the equivalent of four RUEs.  In 2006, the City had 

a total of 1,885 services, which was equivalent to 2,607 RUEs.  Maximum monthly flows 

occurred in July 2006 and were used to determine RUE demands. 
 

Table 10 (SUMMARY OF DESIGN VALUES USED IN WATER SYSTEM ANALYSIS), 

is a summary of the design parameter used in this analysis, including estimated flows in 

2007 and projected flows in 2027.  As discussed, a growth rate of 1.1 percent 

compounded annually was used to project growth, which is the minimum growth rate 

assumed in the 2007 Draft General Plan.  If the actual growth rate in the future is 

smaller than 1.1 percent, then improvements determined to accommodate growth for 

the next 20 years can be delayed.  If the actual growth rate is greater, then 

improvements will have to be accelerated. 

 

The ADD and MDD production for existing single family homes was based on the City’s 

water production records and was determined to be 350 GPD and 700 GPD, 

respectfully.  This represents a MDD to ADD ratio of 2.0, which compares favorably with 

the 2 to 1 ratio estimated in the 1998 Preliminary Engineering Report for the Lakeport 

Water Facility Project.  To demonstrate the relative change in water production rates, 

the ADD was calculated from the City’s 2006 water production records and work 

published by the American Water Works Association. 
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Based on the estimated design values, the City’s current effective MDD water supply 

capacity of 2.2 MGD (1,530 GPM) equates to roughly 3,140 RUEs or enough remaining 

supply to serve an additional 536 RUE’s.  Similarly, at a 1.1 percent growth rate, the 

City will require 2.3 MGD (1,550 GPM) of effective water supply to provide an estimated 

3,245 RUEs MDD in 20 years.  Therefore, it appears that the City may need very little 

(about 20 GPM) additional effective water supply to meet anticipated 2028 MDD water 

demands.    

 
Distribution System Demands:  In the hydraulic analysis of the Lakeport distribution 

system, it was necessary to use both the MHD and MDD and properly distribute these 

flows within the hydraulic model.  In this study the distribution of 2006 demands were 

prepared on the basis of existing developed parcels within the City of Lakeport.  For 

example, the top 40 water users (see Table 9) and the 762 RUEs associated with them, 

were disbursed based on their address.  The remaining RUEs were distributed by 

identifying parcels that were developed within the distribution system and assigning 

them with a RUE number (i.e., typically one RUE per parcel).   Future 20 year RUE 

disbursements were based on the City Planning Departments proposed housing unit 

estimate (shown in Appendix “A” and Table 6) and a growth rate of 1.1 percent 

annually.  Distribution of these future RUEs is shown on Plate 2. 

 

Once RUEs were disbursed within the City’s hydraulic model, water demands (i.e., 

MDD, MHD, etc.) were assigned based on Table 10.  Modeling was then performed and 

system pressures and water flows were evaluated in order to determine if the system 

could provide adequate and sustainable water pressure and flow.   
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ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS 
 
GENERAL 
 

The first step of analyzing of the water system was to compare the capacity of existing 

facilities with desired capacities, based on recognized engineering design criteria.  Next, 

the facilities were analyzed under future conditions based on projected growth and 

corresponding system demands.  Deficiencies were noted and solutions examined 

within the hydraulic analysis.  Finally, those improvements appearing to have the least 

cost and provide the required capacity were listed in order of priority in a timetable.  This 

list of improvements constitutes the Master Plan of Improvements.  The improvements 

are shown in tabular form in Table 11 in the next chapter, and shown graphically on 

Plate 2.  The analysis and specific recommendations for these improvements will be 

discussed under the following headings: 
 

1. Supply 

2. Communications Systems 

3. Storage Reservoirs  

4. Distribution System 

5. Fire Protection 

 

SUPPLY 
 

The Lakeport supply system includes the four City wells and the water treatment plant.  

Supply systems are normally designed to provide a capacity equal or greater than the 

average demand on the MDD.  The supply system should be able to meet the City’s 

demands with the largest water producer out of service.  This is referred to as the 

effective capacity or firm capacity.  The City of Lakeport’s largest producer is the 8-inch 

Scotts Creek Well, with a peak capacity of approximately 850 GPM. 
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Wells 
 

The four City wells have been a reliable and relatively economical water supply since 

the 1960’s and 1970’s.  Although these wells are the major contributor to the City’s 

water supply, they have some significant weaknesses that the City must address. 

 
Green Ranch Wells:  Unfortunately, it has been reported that the City was notified by 

the Green Ranch property owner, that they are considering terminating the City’s lease 

agreement within the next seven years, in order to sell the property.  The loss of the 

Green Ranch Wells would reduce the City’s annual water supply by about 50-percent 

and would also eliminate 750 Ac-ft of water rights from the City’s current supply.   

 

In order to make-up for this expected shortfall five possible alternatives are explored:  

1. Re-negotiate a new lease for the wells. 

2. Acquire the Green Ranch property. 

3. Purchase only the Green Ranch well site. 

4. Drill a new well at some other location.  

5. Treat the Scotts Creek Wells water and pump year round.   

 

Each of the five alternatives are discussed below. 

 

Negotiate a New Lease:  This alternative would be the most straightforward.  By 

negotiating to extend the current lease the City would continue to operate the 

Green Ranch Wells in a similar fashion.  The City’s attorney should investigate 

this option and initiate discussions with the current Green Ranch property owner 

in order to determine if a new long-term lease can be agreed upon for the Green 

Ranch Wells.  

 

Purchasing the Green Ranch Property:  By purchasing the Green Ranch property, 

the City may gain additional water rights as well as keeping the existing wells.  

Presumably, the Green Ranch water rights would be a historical right and would 

not be controlled by the Yolo County Flood and Irrigation District.  The City could 
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then add to its existing 750 Ac-ft water right.  The City should have the City 

attorney investigate the water rights attributed with the Green Ranch property in 

order to determine the status of the current water rights, prior to exploring the 

benefits of purchasing the ranch.   

 

The City should also consider that by purchasing the ranch, the City could 

prevent the withdrawal of groundwater for irrigation used for ranch operations 

and possibly make more water available to the City.  There is a limited volume of 

water in the Scotts Valley Aquifer and by precluding the pumping of groundwater 

for irrigation purposes; the City could have more groundwater available for 

municipal use during the summer months.   

 

As indicated in this report, the cost of pumping groundwater is considerably less 

than the cost of treating Clear Lake water.  Table 2 shows the electrical cost 

differences between the well water and the treated water.  If more water were 

available for the Green Ranch Wells to pump, then the City could potentially save 

money.  For example, if by purchasing the ranch replaced 100 Ac-ft (32.5 MG) of 

treated lake water with well water, the treatment plant savings would range from 

$6,500 to $12,500 per year.  Furthermore, these estimated cost savings do not 

include ancillary treatment plant costs such as chemicals, labor, and 

maintenance costs.   

 

Considering current construction costs and land acquisition needed for new 

municipal wells, the existing Green Ranch Wells have an estimated replacement 

value of about $1,320,000.  By considering purchasing the Green Ranch 

property, the City would protect its existing capital investment. 

 

Purchasing a Well Site and Easements:  The City may want to negotiate with the 

current property owner such that the existing Green Ranch is subdivided and a 

well site parcel is created, so that the City can acquire this parcel (either 

purchased or via eminent domain).  This option should be thoroughly reviewed 

by the City attorney before the City considers this alternative.  
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Drilling New Wells:  The City can give up operation of the Green Ranch Wells 

and purchase property to drill new wells.  The difficulty with this option is that 

there is no guarantee that a future well site would lie above a productive portion 

of the aquifer.  The City could invest a significant amount of capital for the land, 

drilling, and testing before a productive well site was found.    

 

It is estimated that the construction cost for drilling and testing a new well is 

around $100,000 to $200,000, excluding the cost of the land.  Furthermore, the 

infrastructure (i.e., new water mains and electrical services) to connect a new 

well to the City’s water system would also be required and would increase its 

cost.   

 

Therefore, the estimated construction cost of a new well and pump station similar 

to the current Green Ranch Wells, excluding the ancillary costs of new mains, 

electrical supply, and property acquisition could approach $660,000 to $700,000.  

Furthermore, it is imperative that the City consider abandoning the Scott Creek 

Wells in the next 5 to 10 years due to their many limitations (see below).  This will 

require that the City budget for their replacement within that time period.  The 

loss of the Green Ranch Wells within the next 7 years would require that the City 

find new well supplies for both the Green Ranch Wells and the unreliable Scotts 

Creek Wells within the same time period.     

 

Scott Creek Well Treatment Facility:  Due to the location of the wells within the 

Scotts Creek channel, the CDPH has prohibited the City from using the Scotts 

Creek Wells when there is standing water within the creek.  This is to prevent the 

wells from being influenced by surface water during pumping.  In order to utilize 

these wells all year round, the City would have to construct a water treatment 

plant, similar to the City’s current water treatment plant, to treat the well water 

during flooded conditions.  It is assumed that the treatment plant would not have 

to treat the well water when current permit conditions exist, for example when 

there is no standing water within 150 feet from the well head.   
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This option would increase the City’s production capacity during the late fall, 

winter, and spring months.  However, the City’s production capacity during the 

summer months would be reduced by the loss of the Green Ranch Wells and the 

City would then have to expand the existing water treatment facility earlier than 

anticipated to make up for the loss.   

  

There would be high initial capital costs associated with this option, as well as 

high maintenance and operational costs.  The power costs of the treated well 

water would rise to match power costs of the water from the treatment plant.  The 

initial capital costs associated with this option would exceed the costs of 

purchasing the entire Green Ranch property and keeping the Green Ranch Wells 

in service. 

 

There is a strong possibility that the CDPH will eventually determine that the 

Scotts Creek Wells are under the influence of surface water.  Should that occur, 

then the City would be forced to implement this option and treat the well water or 

to drill new wells to replace the Scotts Creek Wells.   

 
Green Ranch Well Recommendations:  Given the risks associated with drilling new 

wells and the high costs with minimal benefits of treating the Scotts Creek Well water, 

the most advantageous  alternatives for securing the Green Ranch Well supply appears 

to be that the City either negotiate a new lease or acquire at least a portion of the Green 

Ranch property.  Although a new lease would allow the City to continue operating the 

wells per the status quos,  purchasing  the Green Ranch land may add to the City’s 

water rights, reduce the amount of groundwater used for irrigation purposes, and allow 

the City to save money by pumping groundwater in lieu of using treated lake water.  At 

the time of this Master Plan the City was in direct negotiations with the Green Ranch 

owner to purchase the entire Green Ranch property. 

 

No matter what the City decides to do in regard to the Green Ranch Well property, 

security at the well site is non-existent and must be improved.  Due to its isolated 
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location both well heads, discharge piping, and controls should be placed within a 

secure structure and the site should be fenced.  In addition, the City should invest in 

remote intruder monitoring of this site.   

 

Scotts Creek Wells:  As discussed, both Scotts Valley Well heads are located within 

the creek channel and are exposed to high creek flows, which could damage the 

exposed well heads and discharge piping.  In addition, the well heads are un-protected 

from vandalism.  As a temporary repair, it is recommended that the City install a 

protective concrete cap over the exposed water main and construct above ground 

cement casings around the well heads to protect the wells from possible creek debris 

damage as soon as possible.  In addition, security at these wells is lacking and it is 

recommended that some type of security system be implemented at this site (i.e., 

lockable well head structure, surveillance cameras, etc). 

 

Ultimately, because of the lack of security, possible creek damage, poor location, 

pumping capacity issues, future CDPH regulations, and substandard sanitary seals, the 

City should strongly consider abandoning these wells and drilling new wells within the 

next 10 years.   
 
Disinfection of The Well Water:  Per CDPH requirements, the City of Lakeport must 

chlorinate its water in order to maintain a chlorine residual in its distribution system.  

Chlorine gas is currently stored at the 1 MG reservoir site and is used to chlorinate the 

well water as it enters the tank.  Although gaseous chlorine may be the least expensive 

way to chlorinate the City’s well water, the City should consider other factors when 

using chlorine gas.  Given the isolated location of the reservoirs, the issue of inadvertent 

release of chlorine gas at this site due to vandals cannot be ignored.  Furthermore, 

operator safety and the current Uniform Fire Code and CALARP regulations must also 

be evaluated when dealing with future use of gaseous chlorine.  It is suggested that the 

City consider switching from gaseous chlorine to a sodium hypochlorite dosing system 

located at each of the well sites, after the well sites have been secured.   
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A typical dosing system could be equipped with 50 gallon day tanks and chemical 

dosing pumps to inject a diluted sodium hydrochlorite (i.e., bleach) solution into the well 

discharge piping.  City operators would be required to mix the hypochlorite solution in 

the day tanks on a regular schedule based on well pumping intervals, system chlorine 

requirements, and the concentration of sodium hypochlorite used. 
 

Corrosion Control:  The City of Lakeport 2005 Consumer Confidence Report indicated 

that copper levels within the water distribution system exceed the EPA’s/ CDPH Lead 

and Copper rule action levels (of the 40 water samples that were analyzed for copper, 

there were some samples that exceeded the requirement of 1.0 mg/l of copper).  

Copper entering the water system can come from several sources, but it is assumed 

that the copper concentration within the Lakeport system is due to low pH water causing 

internal corrosion of household copper water plumbing systems.  Due to this fact, the 

CDPH is considering requiring that the City install some type of corrosion control 

equipment in order to reduce the copper levels within the City’s distribution system.   

 

One corrosion control method is to increase pH and alkalinity within the water system.  

The two most common methods used to increase alkalinity in water are the addition of 

either soda ash (Na2CO3) or sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3).  Soda Ash (i.e., sodium 

carbonate) is a relatively harmless chemical that is an important ingredient in many 

household products. It can be handled easily, safely, and cleanly, and stored in bulk. 

Soda Ash will not affect the taste, smell, or color of the drinking water.   

 

Another chemical that is used in copper control within distribution systems is 

Orthophosphate.  Orthophosphate products actively inhibit corrosion by forming a 

microscopic, protective film layer of either lead phosphate or copper phosphate inside 

the piping.  Such films tend to be insoluble, uniform, and tenacious, rendering a coating 

that stifles further corrosion.   

 

Determining which copper control systems is most effective is beyond the scope of this 

report, the City should discuss these alternatives with the CDPH in order to determine 

which would be suitable for controlling copper.  The location of the corrosion control 
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system should also be considered.  The most cost effective location for injection of the 

corrosion control would probably be the well sites, although if the City decides to switch 

to a hypochlorite system at the well sites a better corrosion control point may be at the 

reservoir site.   

 

Well Preventative Maintenance:  A routine preventive maintenance program should 

be initiated for all wells.  The City staff should perform annual flow tests to determine 

each wells output and specific capacity.  The well equipment should be inspected and 

tested as well and the City should keep a separate maintenance log for each well.  

Furthermore, it is recommended that each of the wells casings be video inspected every 

ten to fifteen years to determine the condition of the well casing and screens.   

 

Groundwater Rule (GWR) 
 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) enacted the final groundwater rule (GWR) 

in October 2006 to reduce the risk of exposure to fecal contamination that may be 

present in groundwater sources.  The GWR requires periodic sanitary surveys of ground 

water systems to identify any deficiencies and also requires source water monitoring to 

test for E. coli, enterococci, or coliphage.  If a system is found to have a significant 

deficiency or is a source of fecal contamination, the system must take correction 

actions, which could include one or more of the following:  

 

1. Correct all significant deficiencies 

2. Eliminate sources of contamination 

3. Provide an alternate source of water 

4. Provide treatment to achieve a 4-log removal of viruses  

 

Compliance monitoring will be required to ensure that the treatment installed achieves 

the appropriate amount of removal of viruses.   
 

Historically the City’s well system has been in compliance with the newly enacted GWR. 

If the City should experience a positive coliform sample from its wells, it could trigger the 
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EPA's GWR and this could invoke requirements such as; requiring the City to treat the 

well water or drill new wells.   

 

The City needs to reduce the likelihood of contaminating water samples and should 

install dedicated water sampling stations from which to collect water samples.  The 

stations are relatively inexpensive; a kit costs less than $500, and would reduce the 

chances of positive sampling result.  

 

Water Treatment Plant 
 

Treatment Facility:  The water treatment facility is a complex system because it needs 

to treat water that is heavily laden with algae.  Furthermore, the water treatment plant's 

System Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) programming is too complicated and 

unreliable.  During the initial installation of the software, there was an attempt to control 

too many of the facility’s systems and consequently the computer controls are bulky and 

unmanageable.  It is not uncommon for the SCADA system to shut down the treatment 

facility because of an error and to fail to inform plant operators as to the source of the 

error.  The result is that the operators must then hunt for the problem or problems.  The 

SCADA controls should be reprogrammed to make the operation of the facility more 

reliable.  It is recommended that within the next 5 to 10 years the treatment plant 

SCADA controls be updated and simplified with new programming.   

 

As discussed, the treatment plant takes its water from Clear Lake and the treatment 

plant minimum intake screen level is -1.96 Rumsey (see Figure 4).  Although the lake 

has only fallen below the lake intake structure level over the past 130 years, the City 

should have a contingency plan in place for dealing with lake levels below the lake 

intake structure (e.g., installation of a portable pump to draw water from the lake, 

emergency conservation practices, increasing well production, modifying the intake 

structure to draw water at a lower elevation, etc.).  

 

The raw water and intermediate pump station wet wells at the treatment plant need to 

be expanded to allow greater flexibility during plant operations.  The raw water wet well 
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has a total capacity of about 1,150 gallons, of which approximately half (600 Gallons) is 

the working storage of the wet well.  This means that the wet well has from one half to 

one minute of storage capacity depending on plant flows and leaves a small operating 

window for SCADA operations when controlling the pump flows into and out of the well.  

The intermediate pump station wet well has a storage capacity of 1,775 gallons and a 

working storage of roughly 900 gallons.  This also leaves a small operating window for 

SCADA operations when controlling the pumps.   

 

The capacity of the two wet wells should be expanded by adding an 8-foot diameter wet 

well in parallel with each system.  This would increase the storage capacity of the raw 

water wet well three fold (to approximately 3,200 gallons) and the capacity of the 

intermediate pump station to 3,800 gallons.  The expansion of the treatment plant wet 

well should be scheduled within the next 10 years and should be concurrent with 

improvement to the SCADA system.   

 

The existing air compressor system is having difficulties maintaining system pressures 

and an additional compressor may have to be installed.  City staff is currently trying to 

modify the controls to possibly eliminate the need to add an additional air compressor.   

 

Intruder alarms should be installed at the treatment plant to protect the system from 

vandalism.  The plant is a valuable investment and should be protected. 

 

The granulated activated carbon (GAC) in the carbon filters has not been replaced in 

the last eight years.  In general, GAC should be replaced at shorter intervals and the 

City should consider replacing the GAC after it has been tested within the next one to 

two years. 

 

The pumps at the treatment plant are exposed to the elements and should be protected.  

Enclosures should be installed around each pump station and the enclosures must 

allow adequate ventilation to allow the pumps to cool when the air temperature rises 

above 100°F.   
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Recently, the Lake County Environmental Health Department has requested that the 

City prepare a Risk Management Plan for all City facilities that use chlorine gas for 

disinfection.  This Risk Management Plan is a part of the new regulations for the 

California Accidental Release Prevention Program (CALARP).  The CALARP Program 

was established in California to prevent accidental releases of those substances 

determined to potentially pose the greatest risk of immediate harm to the public and the 

environment.  Although the City has had an excellent safety record in handling chlorine 

gas at their facilities, it is evident that the use of large quantities of chlorine gas near 

residential and commercial developments is coming under closer scrutiny at the County, 

State, and Federal level.  Given this increased level of County involvement and the 

safety of City workers and the public, Lake County Environmental Health Department 

has requested that the City evaluate its chlorine handling processes at the treatment 

plant and the reservoir sites, and consider replacing the gas disinfection processes in 

the near future with a safer method of disinfection (i.e. sodium hypochlorite).  

 

To accommodate anticipated future growth, the water treatment plant’s capacity will 

have to be increased.  The treatment building will have to be expanded to 

accommodate an additional contact clarifier and associated appurtenances will have to 

be installed at the plant.  The appurtenances include additional pumps to convey the 

water, expansion of the ozone production system, expansion of the ozone contact 

basins, two additional carbon columns, and increasing the size of the pneumatic system 

and the possible replacement of the chlorine gas disinfection.  Larger distribution piping 

from the plant to the distribution system will also have to be installed to facilitate the 

conveyance of the additional water into the distributions system.   

 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
 

The existing Profibus telemetry system that is used to communicate and control the well 

pumps, reservoir levels, and the K-Street Pump Station is inconsistent and needs to be 

replaced.  Currently, if one portion of the Profibus communication system should fail, the 

entire system ceases to function and City staff then has to determine where the 

communication system has failed.  The City’s wastewater facilities communication 
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system has been schedule for upgrading in the near future.  The City should consider 

replacing the water system Profibus telemetry system with a radio telemetry system at 

that time.    
 

STORAGE RESERVOIRS 
 

It is usually more economical and reliable to provide stored water for the supply needed 

for fire demands, peak demands in excess of the MDD, and in the event of a short loss 

of the usual source of water supply.  The required storage in a typical water system is 

usually considered a function of the three quantities, as follows: 
 

1)  Equalizing storage is the amount of water needed over and above the MDD rate to 

satisfy the peak demands of the day.  This is often found to be between 15 and 

20 percent of the MDD and has been assumed to be 20 percent for design purposes 

herein. 
 

2)  Fire storage is usually based on the theoretical amount that could be used to combat 

a major fire in the high value districts.  The City of Lakeport currently has a fire flow 

requirement of 8,000 GPM demand for four hours at the courthouse.  This corresponds 

to a storage volume of about 1.92 MG.   
 

3)  Emergency storage is the amount of water necessary to continue service in the 

event of power failure or some other failure of the supply system.  This is often found to 

be between 20 and 25 percent of the MDD and has been assumed to be 25 percent for 

design purposes herein.   
 

The largest two of the three quantities are used to determine the required future storage 

capacity; which, for the City of Lakeport was the fire storage and the emergency 

storage.  The system’s existing storage requirement is 2.38 MG.  Currently, the City has 

2.5 MG of storage.   
 

Given the growth rate used for this report, the required storage capacity in 20 years is 

anticipated to be about 2.5 MG and it is estimated that the City’s current storage 
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capacity is sufficient for the estimated 1.1 percent growth over the next 20 years.  In 

addition,  the City may want to consider the existing Lake County intertie as a form of 

emergency storage.  It is reported that the existing connection on Lakeshore Boulevard 

can deliver approximately 100,000 gallons of water per day to the system.  Therefore, 

with the existing intertie, the City has an effective storage capacity of about 2.6 MG, 

which provides a factor of safety to the City’s storage system. Should the proposed 10-

inch intertie with the County on Hartley Road be constructed, the City would gain even 

more emergency storage capacity.   

 

The storage requirements calculated for this report were based on a 1.1 percent growth 

rate over the next 20 years.  However, the proposed growth south of the City Limits will 

require that this development provide additional storage to accommodate this growth.  

One possible site for a new reservoir would be the existing property that the 1.0 MG and 

1.5 MG reservoirs are located on.  The site appears to have room to allow for the 

construction of another reservoir.  However, there are currently two abandoned 

underground storage tanks in this location that would need to be decommissioned prior 

to construction of the new reservoir.   

 

Alternatively, if the proposed growth in the southern regions of the City does occur, a 

third tank serving the southern City region would be more advantageous.  Plate 2 shows 

a possible location for a storage tank to supply additional flows to the Parallel 

Drive/southern Lakeport area. 

 

Fire storage is one of the components used to size the City’s storage tanks.  One way 

the City can reduce the need for large volumes of fire storage is to work with the City’s 

fire department in order to examine recommended fire flows.  For example, the Lakeport 

Fire Department has estimated that the County Courthouse would need an estimated 

1.92 MG of storage to supply the recommended 8,000 GPM fire flow for four hours.    

 

Furthermore, this study has estimated that the existing Lakeport water distribution 

system does not have the capacity to deliver some of the disproportionately high fire 

flows recommended by the fire department for a limited number of the City’s existing 
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buildings (i.e., the recommended fire flow for the Lake County Courthouse).  The cost 

for constructing the required large diameter water mains to deliver some of these large 

fire flows to these isolated locations would be prohibitively high.   It is recommended 

that other methods be considered for serving these “unique” structures, such as 

installing approved fire sprinkler systems and modifying the building to include fire walls.  

These options should be discussed with the local fire district officials in order to 

determine its feasibility.  Reducing some of these large fire demands would result in 

reducing the required water storage needed to suppress them.  For example, installing 

an approved sprinkler system within the existing County building could possibly reduce 

the required fire storage by as much as 0.96 MG.   

 
 

1.0 Million Gallon Steel Tank:  City staff report that the existing 1.0 MG reservoir was 

inspected approximately two years ago by a certified tank diver.  The inspection found 

some tubercles on the inside paint surfaces of the tank at the bottom; however, these 

corrosive tubercles were deemed to be insignificant.  Overall the tank appeared to be in 

good condition at the time of this inspection.   

 

1.5 Million Gallon Steel Tank:  The interior and exterior of the 1.5 MG reservoir is 

visually inspected once a year by City staff.  The most recent inspection reported that 

the interior of the reservoir is in good condition.  However, the exterior coating appears 

questionable and may need to be recoated in the near future.  The tank is nearly 10 

years old and the tank interior should be fully inspected within the next few years.   

 

American Water Works Association (AWWA) recommends that all steel tanks have their 

interiors and exteriors inspected by a qualified tank inspector once every five years as a 

part of a comprehensive maintenance program.  Therefore, it is suggested that both 

Lakeport tanks be scheduled for an interior and exterior inspection by a qualified tank 

inspection company no later than year 2010.   

 

Reservoir Security:  The City should install an intruder alarm at the chlorine dosing 

station, located at the tank site, to reduce the possibility of vandalism.  Chlorine gas is 
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highly toxic and heavier than air, which means it remains at ground level, doesn't 

dissipate quickly, and can flow downhill to the populated areas. 

 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
 

Conveyance and distribution piping improvements are required under a number of 

circumstances: new pipelines for new subdivisions and commercial developments; 

replacement or paralleling of existing pipelines to increase capacity to accommodate 

increases in demands; replacement of existing piping because of age and reliability or 

substandard sizing; and emergency repairs. 
 

A hydraulic model of the distribution system was created using H2ONET software.  The 

model was fine-tuned by modifying demand curves and adjusting piping friction factors, 

to approximate the actual water system performance, as depicted by City SCADA 

records.  Demand nodes for the largest users were located in the distribution system 

and nodes representing blocks of RUEs were located based on the City’s aerial photo 

and staff knowledge.  The primary assumptions used in developing the model include:  

1) with the exception of the parks, all residences use the same demand curve, 2) other 

than the top 40 users, all connections are assumed to use the same amount of water; 3) 

the nominal diameter of the pipe is used rather than actual diameter; and 4) pipeline 

friction factors are estimated based on typical values for similar pipe of the same type of 

material and age.  Because of the number of assumptions and variables associated with 

any water system, it is not possible to develop a model that will duplicate a water 

system exactly; however, the model created for this study appears to simulate the City 

of Lakeport water system relatively well and gives a good approximation of how the 

distribution system functions. 

 

In addition to analyzing the existing water system, the computer hydraulic models were 

also used to analyze future flow conditions out to the year 2028.  The future pipeline 

improvements are shown on Plate 2.  These improvements are either shown to be 
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needed in a specific year or “as developed” (AD).  The specific year category pipelines 

are those needed to correct existing deficiencies or to keep pace with projected growth, 

but of a general benefit not related to a particular new development.  These 

improvements are shown in Table 11 in the Master Plan and staged for construction in a 

particular time period.  For example, the parallel 8-inch pipeline shown between 

Points 9 to 10 on Plate 2, along Martin Street, serves to eliminate a recognized 

hydraulic restriction in the City’s north to south 10-inch water system, thus increasing 

southern flow capacity.  

The computer analysis of the existing distribution system indicates that, in general, the 

system maintains adequate pressures for all served areas during MHD.  However, the 

model also indicated that a number of the analyzed water mains in the downtown and 

northwest areas are undersized and tend to generate low systems pressures during 

high flow conditions (i.e. fire flows) due to significant pipe frictional losses.  Some of 

these undersized pipes are old cast iron pipes 6 inches and smaller.   As a result of this 

analysis, it is suggested that multiple  water main improvements are needed over the 

next 20 years in order to improve water circulation between the west (where the City’s 

supply wells and reservoirs are located) to the easterly business district.  By increasing 

this west to east circulation, improved fire fighting pressures and flows in the downtown 

area can be achieved.   

 

Plate 2 shows the recommended water improvements and the following is a short 

description of these recommended distribution improvements. 

 

The City of Lakeport is currently working on an agreement with the County that would 

allow for a future 10-inch intertie on Hartley Road, at the City/County line (see Point 1 to 

2 on Plate 2).  It is estimated that this intertie would supply the City with between 350 to 

500 GPM, and the analysis indicates that this increase in flow would improve local fire 

flows within the northwest City limits.  Once this intertie has been constructed, the City 

will need to perform fire flow tests in order to accurately estimate improvements to the 

City’s distribution system.  In addition, the agreement with the County should be 
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modified to allow either party to take flow above 500 GPM during short term 

emergencies such as fires.  

 

The analysis indicates that the fire flows at Clear Lake High School and Terrace School, 

located along Lange and Hartley Street, are currently below the 3,000 GPM fire flow 

recommended by the Lakeport Fire Department.  In order to improve fire flow to these 

schools, it is recommended that the Hartley Road intertie with the County be 

constructed and a 10-inch main be installed along the southern school property line 

extending to Lange Street (Points 7 to 8 on Plate 2).  The analysis indicates that the 

addition of this water main would improve school fire flows up to the recommended 

3,000 GPM.  A portion of this recommended water main could be constructed by the 

proposed development property south of the school (see Development Area 1 on 

Plate 2). 

 

The existing 6-inch main on Martin Street, between Russell and Bevins Street (Points 9 

to 10 on Plate 2), has moderately high friction head losses during current and future 

peak demand conditions.  This segment of 6-inch pipe connects the existing 10-inch 

main on Russell Street with the 10-inch main on Bevins Street, which is one of the City’s 

major north to south water purveyors along the westerly side of the City.  It is 

recommended that the size of this main be increased, either by paralleling the existing 

6-inch with a new 8-inch main, or replacing the 6-inch main with a 10-inch in order to 

eliminate this hydraulic restriction.    

 

In order to benefit from the proposed Hartley Road intertie (see discussion above), the 

hydraulic model suggests that the City either parallel the existing 6-inch with an 8-inch 

main along Hartley, from Boggs Street to 20th Street, or replace the 6-inch main with a 

10-inch pipeline (see Points 13 to 14 on Plate 2).  Increasing the water carrying capacity 

of this segment of pipeline will improve water circulation from the County intertie to the 

southern Lakeport region. 

 

The hydraulic analysis indicates that by either paralleling with an 8-inch or replacing 
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with a 10-inch main, the existing 6 and 8-inch water main along Lakeport Boulevard, 

between Bevins Street and Forbes Street (see Points 15 to 16 on Plate 2), a significant 

hydraulic benefit (i.e., increased fire flows) to the southern business area can be 

achieved.    

 

The hydraulic analysis indicates that by paralleling the existing 6-inch main along Brush 

Street with a 8-inch main from Second Street to Third Street (Points 17 and 18), and 

replacing the old 4 and 6-inch cast iron pipeline with a 10-inch main along Second 

Street from Brush Street to Main Street (Points 18 to 19), the fire flows into the Main 

Street Commercial area improves.     

 

The construction of a parallel 8-inch main (or replacement with a 10-inch main) along 

11th Street, from Alden to Brush Street (Points 20 to 21, Plate 2), would also increase 

flows from the City’s reservoirs and well system to the northerly downtown areas. 

Subsequently, replacing the 6-inch main on 11th Street, from Brush Street to Main Street 

(Points 21 to 22), with a 10-inch pipeline, would eliminate this hydraulic restriction and 

improve flows to the Main Street commercial zone. 

 

By increasing the north to south hydraulic capacity along Main Street, from the City’s 

wells and reservoirs to the southern City areas, is key in attempting to implement the 

Lakeport Fire Department’s recommended fire flows for some of the critical downtown 

structures and to also provide capacity to proposed southern developments.  The 

analysis indicates that if the City were to loop the proposed Second Street and 

11th Street water main improvements, discussed above, with parallel 8-inch mains 

and/or replacement 10-inch mains along Main Street (see Points 19 to 22 on Plate 2), 

effective improvements to the City’s fire fighting capabilities in the downtown areas can 

be achieved.  In addition, the installation of these water main improvements would also 

increase water supply from the City’s reservoirs and wells for anticipated future growth 

in the southern portions of the City. 

 

Finally, the hydraulic model suggests that as a continuation of the recommended water 
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main improvements, discussed above, paralleling a second 8-inch main along Main 

Street, from Second Street to Konocti Avenue (see Points 19 to 24 on Plate 2), would 

serve two purposes; it would improve fire flows to this segment of Main Street and it 

would serve as a future link from the City’s reservoirs and wells to the proposed 

sizeable southern developments discussed above.   

 

Unfortunately, even with these recommended water main improvements, the existence 

of the small diameter water mains (6-inch and smaller) within the City’s core area limits 

how much water can be delivered from the City’s reservoirs and wells to the critical 

downtown commercial areas.  For all City downtown areas to be in compliance with 

current recommended fire flow standards, the City would have to replace a significant 

number of existing mains smaller than 8-inches, which is unrealistic and not financially 

feasible.  However, it is recommended that the City implement a City standard that 

requires that all new and replacement water mains are a minimum of 8 inches and 

larger, depending on required fire flows and peak water demands.  In addition, it is 

recognized that the City’s water system has approximately 56,700 feet of steel and cast 

iron pipe that is estimated to be over 20 to 30 years old (see Plate 1).  The majority of 

this old pipe is undersized (i.e., 6-inches and smaller) and is disbursed throughout the 

older residential and commercial areas of the City.  Historically, (see Figure 6 and Table 

4) a significant number of repairs have been documented in the steel and cast iron 

pipelines with multiple repairs needed in old galvanized steel pipelines.  It is 

recommended that the City institute a replacement and renewal program for these old 

undersized pipelines and that the City budget for repairing or replacing approximately 

500 feet of pipeline per year.  Obviously, priority should be placed on those mains with 

previous multiple repairs and critical west to east undersized pipelines, such as between 

Russel Street and Main Street.   

 

This study attempts to estimate major pipeline routes and sizes needed to serve future 

development that was anticipated to occur over the next 20 years (see Table 6 for 

proposed 20-year growth development details). These pipelines are shown on Plate 2 

as AD.  Often times, these pipelines are in excess of the size needed to serve the 
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proposed future development.  AD indicates that there is no existing significant 

development along this line and installation of the line probably can await development.  

The City has occasionally participated in the oversizing costs of improvements of this 

type, even though the full capacity of the line may not be necessary for many years.  

This is a good policy and should be continued.  Oversizing normally refers to payment 

for pipelines in excess of 8-inch in diameter.  Many agencies contribute the incremental 

cost of the pipe material, plus a reasonable allowance for the extra labor required to 

install the larger size pipe, providing the pipeline is proposed in the Master Plan, and 

providing the funds are available for this improvement. 
 

Not all pipelines that will be needed in the future are shown on the Master Plan.  Other 

pipelines will be needed to serve new developments.  Many of these lines shown as AD 

are very nebulous at this time, especially where they are providing supplies to 

undeveloped perimeter areas.  In these cases, the extent of future development is not 

known. 

 
PRESSURE ZONES 
 

A pressure zone is a portion of a water distribution system where the pressure is 

controlled separately from adjacent zones.  This is most commonly done with a 

reservoir, pressure-regulating valve (PRV), and/or pump pressure controls such as a 

hydropneumatic tank.  The Lakeport study area currently consists of one pressure zone 

in which all of the wells, treatment plant, service connections, and reservoirs are 

located.  Static pressures within this zone are regulated by the hydraulic grade line of 

the reservoir’s water level.  The City’s reservoirs currently maintain a maximum water 

level of roughly 1,573 feet.  Based on ground elevations throughout the existing service 

area static pressures can range between 45 and 125 PSI.  Pressures at or below 

20 PSI do not meet State Health Department Standards unless the user is informed of 

the limits of pressure and is in agreement with such limitations.   
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In order to maintain an acceptable pressure (i.e., above 45 PSI), Plate 2 specifies 

regions within the study area that are at elevations (i.e., above elevation 1,460 feet) that 

could result in unsuitable static pressures.  It is recommended that the City review future 

proposed developments above this elevation and require that prospective developers 

address the issue of low water pressures to their developments in the form of booster 

pumping, adequately sized water mains, and storage.  

 

METERS 
 

The City should develop a routine meter maintenance program.  This program should 

include periodic review of meter installations to determine if upgrading or replacement is 

desirable because of meter age, ease of reading, better drainage, consumer water use, 

etc.  Records including date of installation and condition should be recorded for later 

use.  Many cities and Water Districts have determined that it is cost effective to replace 

meters every 15 to 20 years.  This is because as meters get older they tend to slowly 

under record flow, which results in a loss in revenue.  It would be desirable to check 

large meters (2-inch and larger) about once every two years, because they have the 

potential for greater loss of revenue as their accuracy degrades.  The program should 

start with the older meters and progress to the more recent meters.  Several meter 

manufacturers have incentive programs that pay for the replacement of meters through 

the revenue recovered with the new meters.   

 

Many utilities are moving towards automotive meter reading (AMR) as a cost efficient 

way to record monthly water meter data.  The AMR is a technology that automatically 

replaces manual meter reading data collection.  While differing in detail, most AMR 

systems consist of the following components:  

 

• Meter interface unit (MIU).  These units perform the actual reading of the meter 

and can be either integral to the meter or an add-on component.  The MIU 

collect, process, store the meter data, and also transmit the data via radio 

antenna or telephone cable. 
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• Mobile interrogators communicate with the MIU’s, and can either be hand held or 

vehicle mounted.  They collect the data remotely without having to access the 

meter within the meter box. 

•  Route management software processes and collates the meter data from the 

mobile interrogators.   

 

The advantages of AMR include: 

 

• A reduction in labor needed for meter reading.   Some AMR systems can reduce 

labor by 90 percent. 

• More precise meter readings and billing. 

• Improve detection of water service leaks. 

 

The City should consider replacing meters with AMR compatible meters after it has 

been determined which AMR system would best work with the City’s future needs. 

 
FIRE PROTECTION 
 

As discussed, the analysis indicates that the distribution system has difficulty providing 

fire flows to the commercial sections of the City.  The Lakeport Fire Department follows 

the 2003 Uniform Fire Code (UFC) in estimating required fire flows for different City 

properties.  For example, based on the UFC, the Lakeport Fire Department has 

established that commercial properties require from 1,500 to 8,000 GPM fire flows, 

which, as discussed above, require large mains to convey the water and many of the 

proposed distribution system improvements (shown on Table 11) are to improve fire 

flows in the City.   

 

The City’s 20 year development plans call for extensive developments to occur in the 

south, and as these developments occur the need to expand the conveyance of water in 

that direction will be critical in order to, at least, maintain recommended fire flows. Many 

of the fire flow requirements used for this study were set when the Lakeport Fire District 
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adopted the Uniform Fire Code standards.  Often, the existing fire flows are 

grandfathered in and the new fire standards are a goal to strive for when improvements 

are made to the distribution system.  As a part of this Master Plan study, review of the 

recommended fire flows was performed and some of the improvements shown in this 

Master Plan are recommended in order to improve water flow and pressures during fire 

flow conditions.  
 

The fire code allows fire suppression sprinklers to be installed in a building, which would 

allow for reduced fire flow requirements. The improvements described in this Master 

Plan are to improve fire flows in the distribution system; however, in many instances, 

fire flows will still not be met, even with these improvements.  Therefore, the Master 

Plan recommends that any new or existing commercial buildings, within the Lakeport 

service area, consider the installation of an approved fire suppression sprinkler system.  
 

For example, the Lakeport Fire District officials have recommended that the Lake 

County Courthouse have a fire flow of approximately 8,000 GPM for four hours.  

Although it is possible to construct the necessary pipelines, fire hydrants, and storage 

tanks to provide that much fire flow within the City of Lakeport, the cost of constructing 

the necessary infrastructure would be financially prohibitive.  As an alternative; the City, 

County, and Fire District officials should consider the installation of an approved fire 

suppression (i.e. sprinkler) system to reduce the fire flow requirements within the 

County Building.   
 

Future large buildings having fire flow demands in excess of about 2,000 to 3,000 GPM, 

should be encouraged, or required, to be sprinklered to reduce the fire flow demand on 

the water system.  This will reduce the need to add additional large diameter mains, 

beyond those called for in this Master Plan.  Sprinklers usually require backflow 

prevention devices and these devices require a minimum of 10 PSI above the system 

pressure to operate.  Allowances for this pressure requirement should be made when 

sprinklers are considered. 
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Fire Hydrants:  The concentration of fire hydrants is based on the required fire flow for 

the surrounding buildings.  A fire hydrant delivers a limited amount of flow, and if an 

area requires a high fire flow, then more hydrants are required to deliver the flow.  In 

general, the fire hydrant spacing is quite good in Lakeport.  However, any future fire 

hydrant locations within the Lakeport water system need to be coordinated with the 

Lakeport Fire Department.   
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ESTIMATES OF COST 
 

BASIS 
 

Pipelines and other facility costs were determined on the basis of previous projects that 

were competitively bid.  Figure 10 Pipeline Construction Costs, is an illustration of the 

December 2007 pipeline costs and values, these curves were used as a guide in 

preparing the estimates of pipeline costs herein.  For the purposes of this report, these 

estimated costs should only be used as an order of magnitude for future improvements.  

These estimates are based on preliminary information and a proper field investigation, 

followed by a detailed cost analysis, is required to determine the cost of the project. 

 

For future or delayed work, an allowance for construction cost increases must be 

considered.  During the last 5 years, construction costs have increased at an average 

rate of about 3.5 percent per year.  Therefore, the City should inflate cost estimates in 

this report in proportion to the Engineering News Record Construction Cost Index (ENR 

CCI).  The ENR CCI has been in place since 1908, and indexes the cost of 

construction, taking into account such things as common labor, steel, Portland cement, 

and lumber costs over a 20 city average price.  The December 2007 ENR CCI is at 

8089, and the current value can be found on the WEB at: 

 

http://enr.construction.com/features/coneco/recentindexes.asp 

 

To obtain total project costs, construction contingencies and indirect costs were added 

to the construction costs.  Construction contingencies are usually assumed to be 

25 percent of the construction costs.  Indirect costs including engineering, construction 

observation, administration, and legal are assumed to be 25 percent of the construction 

costs.  Legal and environmental costs often associated with a project are estimated to 

be 15 percent of the construction costs.  Therefore, a total of 65 percent was added to 

all construction costs.  This figure may vary considerably depending on the complexity 

of the work and should be used as an “order of magnitude” estimate when examining 
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future capital expenditures.  These costs do not include easement and land acquisition 

costs and bonding or other loan costs such as interest during construction.    

 

IMPROVEMENT COSTS 
 

The project costs for each of the proposed improvements are shown on Table 11 Water 

System Improvement Program Cost Estimate.  The improvements are listed in 

categories of Immediate Term, Near Term, and Long-Term Improvements, except for 

the expansion of the water treatment plant, which is listed separately.   

 

Some of the improvements listed on Table 11 are good candidates for Proposition 50 

Grant funding.  The proposition will pay for improvements related to water quality and 

the corrosion control system is a good candidate for this funding.  There is the 

possibility that the grant would also pay to replace the City’s water telecommunication 

system.  Proposition 50 Grants are very competitive and it may take a year or two to get 

the funding for the improvements from the state, but the two projects discussed above 

are strong candidate for up to an 80 percent grant and the City should consider 

submitting an application.  The funding application for Round 3 will be available in early 

2008, and information regarding Proposition 50 can be found at:  

 

http://www.dhs.ca.gov/ps/ddwem/Prop50/default.htm 

 

Immediate Term:  The Immediate Term Improvements shown in Table 11 relate to 

security of the City’s well, water supplies, modifying the City’s chlorination system, 

addressing CDPH’s copper regulations, and adding an intertie with the County for 

additional emergency water supply.  Of biggest concern is the acquisition of the rights to 

use the Green Ranch Wells.  As discussed, the termination of the City’s lease with the 

Green Ranch property owner is due to expire within the next 7 years and the City needs 

to address this potential loss of water supply as soon as possible.  

 

It is suggested that the Green Ranch Wells should be secured by either purchasing the 

well site property, or re-negotiating a new lease with the existing or future property 
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owner.  It is hoped that the Green Ranch Property can be purchased, and for this report 

we have estimated the cost for the City to purchase the entire Green Ranch property at 

about $2,000,000.  Further negotiations between the City and the Green Ranch 

property owner were ongoing at the time of this report.  

 

The Immediate Term Improvements outlined in Table 11 are estimated to be 

approximately $2,385,000 over the next five years.  This amount may be modified 

depending on the outcome of the City’s negotiations with the purchase of the Green 

Ranch property.    

 

Near Term:  Near Term Improvements within the next ten years are geared to improve 

the reliability of the water treatment plant, increase fire flows throughout the distribution 

system, replace the Scotts Creek Wells, and improve system performance.  

 

Because of the lack of security, possible creek damage to the well heads, historical 

pumping capacity issues, unreliable production schedule, future CDPH regulations, and 

substandard sanitary seals, it is recommended that the City replace the Scotts Creek 

Wells within the next ten years.  It is hoped that future replacement wells can be located 

in close proximity to the existing wells, such that some of the existing facilities (i.e., well 

distribution piping) can be utilized.  Although it is recommended that two replacement 

wells may be needed to replace the capacity of the existing two wells, it may be 

possible to replace both existing wells with a single large-production well, which would 

reduce cost of construction.  The estimated cost for constructing two new wells and well 

pumping facilities is $2,178,000, which includes engineering, environmental, and 

contingency costs.   

 

The Near Term water distribution system improvements recommended on Table 11 

include strengthening the distribution system in order to provide high demand water 

flows (i.e., fire flows) from the City’s water sources (wells, reservoirs, and interties) to 

some of the critical fire flow areas.  Approximately 5,000 feet of water main 
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improvements are recommended between 2013 and 2018, at an estimated construction 

cost of $710,000.   

 

The City’s water SCADA facilities need to be reprogrammed to improve the reliability of 

the treatment plant.  The existing facility programming tries to control too many facets 

and consequently is too complex for the operators to manage.  By reprogramming and 

simplifying the controls, the operators will be in a position to better understand the 

idiosyncrasies of the treatment plant operations.  Item 11 on Table 11, Wet Well 

Improvements at the Treatment Plant, should be done in conjunction with the SCADA 

reprogramming.  Doing the two items in conjunction with each other will save time 

programming the SCADA and improve the reliability of the facility.  The wet well 

improvements will be required when the capacity of the treatment plant is increased; 

however, increasing the capacity of the wet wells will allow the SCADA greater flexibility 

when controlling pump and facility operations.  The City should fund the SCADA 

Improvements from its monthly service fees and fund the Wet Well Improvement from 

service connection fees.  

 

The City’s Profibus telemetry system needs to be replaced; the existing system is 

unreliable.  It is hoped that the Profibus water telemetry system can be replaced at the 

same time the wastewater radio telemetry system is replaced.  Having similar 

communications equipment for both water and wastewater will make it easier to 

maintain and upkeep the system. 

 

The Near Term Improvements outlined in Table 11 are estimated to be approximately 

$3,430,000 between the years 2013 and 2018.  Of this amount, over 60 percent would 

be for new well facilities.   
 

Long Term:  The remaining improvements are meant to improve fire flows to the 

commercial and historical downtown portions of the City.  These improvements are also 

required to convey water from the City’s reservoirs and wells to the southern portions of 

the City.  As the City expands, flows and pressures in the distribution system will slowly 
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begin to degrade during the heavy demand summer months.  The Long Term analysis 

suggests that these recommended core distribution system improvements are needed 

in order to maintain adequate peak pressures and improve high demand flows in the 

future.   

 

The estimated Long Term construction costs for the period of 2018 to 2028 is 

approximately $1,575,000.  

 

Treatment Plant Improvements:  Items A and B on Table 11 will be required after the 

City connects an additional 680 RUEs to the distribution system in the next 20 years.  

These improvements should be paid for entirely by the City’s connections fees.  There 

is no timeline associated with the treatment plant improvements because it is dependent 

on a major housing development being built, and as of this writing no date has been set 

for such a development.  The estimated cost to increase the capacity of the treatment 

plant is $4,880,000.   
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TABLE 1
 
WELL DATA
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

Well Name 
Depth 

(Ft) 
Casing 

(In) 
Date 

Const. 

Pump 
Setting 
To Top 

of Pump 
(Ft) 

Depth to 
Pump 

Intake (Ft) 

Depth 
to Perf. 

(Ft) 

Elev. 
at Well 
Head 
(Ft) 

Pump 
Flow 

(GPM) 

Pump 
TDH 
(Ft) 

Typ. 
Static 
Water 
Level 
(Ft)(4) 

Typ. 
Summer 

PWL 
(Ft)(4) 

Typ. 
Draw 
Down 
(Ft)(4) 

Specific 
Capacity 
(GPM/Ft) 

Typ. 
Dish. 
Press 
(PSI) 

Typ. 
Static 

I Line 
Press. 
(PSI) 

Pump 
HP Pump Type 

Pump 
Speed 

KWH Per 
MG(3) 

Green Ranch East 107 12 1959 84.3 86.5 80 1,456 350(2) 190 49 63.5 14.5 24.1 54 51 25 
Grundfos 

Submersible 
3300 1350 

Green Ranch West 109 12 1966 85.2 91.5 80 1,460 400(2) 220 49 82.4 33.4 12.0 59 49 30 
Gould 

Submersible 
3450 1350 

4" Scotts Creek 
(North) 

85 12 1970(1) ? ? 30 1,450 300 - 27 31.5 4.5 66.7 58 50.6 25 ? ? 1133 

8" Scotts Creek 
(South) 

60 18 1971 (1) 67.5 79 25 1,450 700-900 - 33 41 8 100.0 58 50.6 60 
Layne-
Bowler 

1770 1133 

(1) The Scotts Creek Wells were originally drilled in 1899. These dates are the reconstruction dates. The Green Ranch Wells predate 1949, and these are also the reconstruction dates. 

(2) These pumps are variable frequency drives and their flows will vary depending on settings. 

(3) September 2006 PG&E Electrical data. Ratio of electrical usage per pumping rate from each well. 

(4) Static and pumping water levels taken from September 2006 well logs. 



TABLE 2
 
WATER PRODUCTION ELECTRICAL COSTS
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT
 

WATER TREATMENT PLANT ELECTRICAL COSTS 

PG&E Rate Schedule: A1OS Medium General Demand-Metered Service 

Summer Rate:	 $/Kwh $ 0.10364 (1) 

Avg $/MG: $ 543.16 

LAKEPORT WATER WELLS 

PG&E Rate Schedule: A6 Small General Time-of-Use Service 

Summer Rates:(2)
 

Peak: $/Kwh $ 0.31617 (1)
 

Partial-Peak: $/Kwh $ 0.15737 (1)
 

Off-Peak: $/Kwh $ 0.09511 (1)
 

Scott Creek Wells:	 Avg $/MG: $ 131.79 

Avg $/MG @ Peak: $ 342.38 
Avg $/MG @ Partial-Peak: $ 169.92 
Avg $/MG @ Off-Peak: $ 102.25 

Green Ranch Wells:	 Avg $/MG $ 191.62 

Avg $/MG @ Peak: $ 475.55 
Avg $/MG @ Partial-Peak: $ 235.64 
Avg $/MG @ Off-Peak: $ 141.51 

(1) September 2006 PG&E rate 

(2) Summer Months: May 1 through October 31 

Peak: 12 noon to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday 
Partial-Peak: 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon Monday through Friday 

& 6 pm. to 9:30 p.m. 
Off-Peak: 9:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. Monday through Friday 

All day Weekends and holidays 

**See Figure 5 for chart of dollars per million gallons of water produced 
in Summer 2006. 



TABLE 3 
STORAGE RESERVOIR INVENTORY 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

Existing I 
Overflow 

Water Base 
Tank Dimensions 

Existing 
Reservoir Date Volume Surface Elevation Feet of Tank Pressure Zones 

Name Type Constructed (MG) I (ft) (ft) Water Diameter Served 
Reinforced 

1 Concrete 1913 0.34 1,545 1532.01 12 70 Out of Service 

Below ground 
Reinforced 

2 Concrete 1932 0.36 1,545 1532.61 12 72 Out of Service 

Below ground 

1 MG 
Welded Steel 1976 1 1,573 1541.25 33 74 Main 
Above ground 

1.5 MG 
Welded Steel 

Above Qround 
1999 1.5 1,573 1537.38 36 85 Main 

Total Capacity 2.5 MG 

Notes: 

INo longer in use 



TABLE 4
 
WATER REPAIR HISTORY
 

1996 TO 2004 
CITY OF LAKEPORT 

BREAK 
NO DATE OF REPAIR 
2 August 17, 2001 
4 August 15, 2001 
10 August 3, 2001 
11 July 2,2001 
12 June 6, 2001 
14 July 23, 2001 
15 July 5,2001 
17 May 23,2001 
18 May 25,2001 
19 June 12, 2001 
20 May 11,2001 
21 May 5,2001 
29 Sept. 19, 2000 
30 Sept. 19, 2000 
31 August 1, 2000 
35 August 23, 2001 
36 August 31, 2001 
38 July 3, 2000 
39 Jan 23, 2001 
42 Oct. 18, 1990 
43 Sept. 4, 2001 
44 August 24, 2001 
45 August 24, 2001 
46 August 24, 2001 
47 May 26, 1999 
48 August 17, 1999 
51 Jan 27, 2000 
52 Feb. 11, 2000 
54 March 3, 2000 
55 March 3, 2000 
56 March 3, 2000 
58 March 22, 2000 
59 March 29, 2000 
61 April 4, 2000 
62 April 12, 2000 
63 April 16, 2000 
65 May 3,2000 
66 May 3,2000 
67 May 16, 2000 
68 May 25,2000 
70 June 6,2000 
71 June 19, 2000 
72 July 28, 2000 
81 Sept. 18, 2000 
82 Sept. 21 , 2000 
83 Sept. 22, 2000 
85 Oct. 10,2000 
86 Oct. 16,2000 
87 Oct. 19,2000 
89 Nov. 4, 2000 
90 Nov. 4, 2000 
92 Nov. 8, 2000 
94 Nov. 9, 2000 
96 Dec 26, 2000 
97 Sept. 14, 2001 
99 Jan 22, 1999 
100 Jan 25, 1999
 
101 Feb. 1, 1999
 

LOCATION 
ADDRESS 

Lakshore 2031 #4 
Armstrong 76' S. 
2095 Lakeshore 
Second Street E. 
255 Forbes St. 
11 th/Main 
817/839 Boggs 
930 24th Street 
35 C Street 
7th & Forbes 
801 3rd Street 
175 Park Street 
2355 Ashe Street 
2430 Ashe Street 
1046 Adams St. 
1063 K Street 
545 Spurr Street 
35 C Street 
920 Central Park 
Clearlake/Forbes 
76 Lupoyoma Ave. 
975 Forbes 
421 Forest 
470 Forest 
Crawford/3rd 
1325 11 th Street 
Lakeport Blvd. 380 
3rd Street 150 
Tunis S. 130 
Tunis S. 130 
Martin St. 1395 
2nd/Crawford 
16th/17th Alley 
Healton C. 2210 
19th St. 733 & 767 
Lakeshore 2085 
16th/17th Alley 
Lakeshore 2143 
2nd St. 450 
Hillcrest 380 
3rd 210 
H/Gieselman 220 
Forbes St. 325 
Giselman 2350 
Lakeshore @ Jones 
Forest Dr. 477 
Lakeshore 1950 
Hillcrest 345 
HillcresUForest 
Lpkt. Blvd/Main 
Lpkt. Blvd/Main 
Helena 66 
Green R. Wells 
Lupoyoma H. 145 
5th Street 520 
15th/Mellor 
Orchid 1625 
Forest Dr. 470 

PIPE PIPE DIAMETER 
MATERIAL SIZE
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Galvanized 2"
 

Leaded 4"
 
Ductile 4"
 
C900 6"
 

Copper 1"
 
Poly 1"
 

Galvanized 2"
 
Universal Pipe 4"
 

Galvanized 1"
 
Cast Iron 6"
 
Cast Iron 4"
 

Galvanized 2"
 
Poly 1"
 

Poly Butlyne 1"
 
Cast Iron 10"
 

Galvanized 2"
 
Leaded 4"
 

4"
 
Poly 1"
 

Meter Riser 8" Riser
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Cast Iron 4" 

Valve Packing (3) 12" 
Poly 1" 

Copper 1"
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Main Line Valve 

Galvanized 2"
 
Poly 2"
 

Copper 1"
 
Cast Iron 2"
 

Galvanized 2"
 
Cast Iron 4"
 
Cast Iron 4"
 
Cast Iron 6"
 
Cast Iron 6"
 

Galvanized 1 1/2" 
Cast Iron 6"
 

Galvanized 2"
 
Galvanized 2"
 
Cast Iron 6"
 
Cast Iron 6"
 

Gate Valve 2" 
AC 6" First Leak 
AC 6" Second Leak 
Poly 1" @ 16' 
C900 8"
 

Cast Iron 4"
 
Cast Iron 4"
 

ACP 6"
 
6"
 

Galvanized 2"
 



TABLE 4
 
WATER REPAIR HISTORY
 

1996 TO 2004 
CITY OF LAKEPORT 

BREAK LOCATION PIPE PIPE DIAMETER 
NO DATE OF REPAIR ADDRESS MATERIAL SIZE 

102 Feb. 22, 1999 Estep 250 Cast Iron 4" 
103 April 16, 1999 Starr 215 Cast Iron 6" 
105 April 23, 1999 9th/Forbes 
108 April 18, 1999 Armstrong/Starr Cast Iron 4" 
109 June 5, 1999 Lange 150 Poly 2" 
112 July 13, 1999 Forest Dr. 353 Galvanized 2" 
113 July 20, 1999 CSt 35 Galvanized 2" 
114 July 20, 1999 CSt 35 Galvanized 2" 
115 July 22, 1999 Tunis S. 109 Galvanized 2" 
116 July 22, 1999 Tunis S. 109 Galvanized 2" 
119 July 30, 1999 Smith Street 201 D.1. 6" 
126 Dec 27, 1999 Lakeshore Blvd. 1940 Galvanized 2" 
128 Jan. 28, 1998 Anastasia 808 Galvanized 1 1/4" 
132 April 20, 1998 Ashe St. 2400 Galvanized 2" 
135 May 11, 1998 Page 962 Cast Iron 6" 
136 May 26, 1998 Royal Ave. 35 Copper 1" 
140 Aug. 19, 1998 Lakeport Blvd./Main AC 6" 
141 Aug. 19, 1998 between 16th & 17th Galvanized 2" 
143 Sept. 2, 1998 Lakeshore Blvd. & Ashe St. Cast Iron 4" 
144 Oct. 1, 1998 13th St 385 Main Line 
145 Oct 2,1998 1sULakeview Uni Main 4" 
146 Oct 5, 1998 Lakeshore 2035 Galvanized 1" 
149 Nov. 1, 1998 Lakeport Blvd./Main AC 6" 
150 Nov. 2, 1998 Lakeport Blvd./Main AC 6" 
151 Nov.41998 Gisleman Cast Iron 4" 

152 Nov. 5, 1998 Oak Knoll 95 Poly 1"@29' 
156 Dec. 30, 1998 Ashe St 2455 Galvanized 2" First Leak 
157 Dec 30, 1998 Ashe St. 2455 Galvanized 2" Second Leak 

159 Jan. 21, 1997 7th/Manzanita Transition Coup. 6" x 11" 
165 March 11, 1997 High St 1873 Gal to Poly 2" @24' 
167 May 1,1998 Forest Dr. 470 Gavanized 2" 
168 May 9, 1997 14th St. 853 AC 6" 
171 July 16,1997 9th St 150 Uni Cast 4" 
184 Dec. 9, 1997 Armstrong W. end Galvanized 2" 
185 Dec 9, 1997 Mellor 1422 (14) Poly 1" 
187 June 14,1996 16th/17th Alley Galvanized 2" 
188 June 13, 1996 5th/High St Uni Cast 4" 
189 June 18, 1996 between 1st & 2nd St Cast 4" 
194 Feb 14th, 2002 1305 Todd Rd. Ext. Poly and Galv Jo 2" 
196 Oct 12,2001 CIP 4" 
198 Dec 12,2001 420 Hillcrest Dr. CIP 6" 
199 Feb. 13, 2002 60 K Street Poly 1" 
200 Feb. 20, 2002 1393 Scott's Valley PVC 4" 
201 March 4, 2002 CIP 6" 
206 Nov 15,2002 1393 Scott's Valley PVC 4" 
207 Nov. 13,2002 1393 Scott's Valley PVC 4" 
208 Sept 16, 2002 901 S. Tunis Galvanized 2" 
209 April 18,2002 1690 Hartley St. GIP 2" 
210 April 18, 2002 364 Sixteenth St GIP 2" 
212 April 18, 2002 1343 Mellor Dr. CIP 4" 
215 June 21, 2002 1940 Lakeshore Blvd. GIP 2" 
216 June 21, 2002 1940 Lakeshore Blvd. GIP 2" 
217 April 11, 2004 355 First Street Galvanized 1/2" 
219 April 12, 2004 455 Third Street CIP 4" 



TABLE 5
 
FIRE FLOW TESTS & MODEL RESULTS
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT
 
Tests Performed on September 14, 2007 

Pressures Field Fire Flow Required Hydrualic Model Model 

Fire Flow Static Flow Flow@20 PSIResidual Results Accuracy
Test No. Location 

(GPM)(2) (PSI) (PSI) (GPM) (GPM) (GPM) (%) 

Parallel Drive near Westside 
2500
 89
 2088
69


1
 2250
 93% 
Parallel Drive & Lak-eport 1070
 

Eleventh (Near Post Office) 
84
2500
 96
 3725


2
 3420
 92% 
East of test hydrant 1375
 

...
Eleventh & Main 

2500
 106
 95.5 3424
 
2700
 79%3
 

Clearlake & Main 1100
 
20th & Hartley 

97
 2869
1000
 88
4(1) 2430
 85% 
20th~ast of Hartley 900
 

Oakcrest 
1000
 42
 30
 1138 1 900
 79%5
 

South of test hydrant 820
-
Martin & High 

104
 3432
1000
 92

6
 2700
 79% 

Martin &. t-orbes 1200
 
S. Main & Peckham ~ 

2500
 97
 76
 2673

7
 2340
 88% 

S. Main south of PecKham 1325
 

Addresses in red are the flow hydrant locations.
 

(1) During fire hydrant testing the pressure did not drop 10 PSI as recommended by the AWWA. 

(2)The required fire flows are based on the City of Lakeport Fire Officials recommendations. 

_1_



TABLE 6
 
20 YEAR DEVELOPMENTS
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

DEVELOPMENT 'I DEVELOPMENT 
NO.(1) TYPE 

ESTIMATED 
RUEs 

I 

1 RESIDENTIAL(2) 36 

2 RESIDENTIAL(2) 4 

3 RESIDENTIAL(2) 4 

4 RESIDENTIAL(2) 28 

5 RESIDENTIAL(2) 8 

6 RESIDENTIAL(2) 35 

7 RESIDENTIAL(2) 6 

8 RESIDENTIAL(2) 8 

9 RESIDENTIAL(2) 32 

10 RESIDENTIAL(2) 10 

11 RESIDENTIAL(2) 30 

12 RESIDENTIAL(2) 60 

13 RESIDENTIAL(2) 6 

14 RESIDENTIAL(2) 28 

15 RESIDENTIAL(2) 96 

16 RESIDENTIAL(2) 96 

17 RESIDENTIAL(2) 70 

18 RESIDENTIAL(2) 8 

A COMMERCIAL(3) 1 

B COMMERCIAL(3) 10 

C COMMERCIAL(3) 19 

D COMMERCIAL(3) 4 

E COMMERCIAL(3) 29 

F P.O.(5) 99 

19 RESIDENTIAL(2)(5) 1000 

20 RESIDENTIAL(2)(5) 340 

TOTAL RUE's(4) 2067 

(1) See Plate 2 for development locations. 

(2) Assumes one RUE per residence. 

(3) RUEs based on similar Lakeport developments. 

(4) It is estimated that the City will grow by approximately 
638 RUEs over the next 20 years based on a growth 
rate of 1.1 %. The 2,067 RUEs proposed in this table 
are from the City Planning Department and include 
1,440 RUEs within possible developments in the 
southern region of the City. It is estimated that these 
developments will not occur until year 2028 or later. 

(5) Proposed southern Lakeport developments 
scheduled beyond year 2028. 



TABLE 7
 
MONTHLY WATER PRODUCTION 2006
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

Month 
Green Ranch 

East 
(MG) 

Green Ranch 
West 
(MG) 

Scotts Creek 
8"Well 
(MG) 

Scotts Creek 
4"Well 
(MG) 

Water Treatment 
Plant 
(MG) 

Total 
(MG) 

January 8.52 9.27 0.00 0.00 0.27 18.07 

February 7.63 8.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.99 

March 8.31 9.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.35 

April 6.89 7.46 0.00 0.00 3.27 17.61 

May 9.94 10.19 0.00 0.00 9.86 30.00 

June 9.34 8.83 0.00 0.00 18.24 36.41 

July 8.45 7.80 14.51 2.74 9.50 43.00 

August 5.13 4.16 18.04 6.76 7.28 41.37 

September 4.90 3.74 16.70 6.27 3.09 34.69 

October 3.67 2.79 12.40 4.63 3.70 27.19 

November 2.61 2.03 8.55 3.07 3.07 19.32 

December 6.57 5.87 3.09 1.17 1.36 18.06 

TOTAL 81.9 79.6 73.3 24.6 59.6 319.1 



TABLE 8
 
HISTORICAL WATER USAGE
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

Year Services (2)(3) 

Production(1) USAGE 
Annual ADD MMD ADD/SERVICE 

(GPD) 
MOD/SERVICE 

(GPD)AC-FT MG I (MGD) (MGD) 

1990 2,040 800.7 260.9 0.71 1.06 350 518 
1991 2,081 914.9 298.1 0.82 1.06 392 510 
1992 2,108 1,017.5 331.6 0.91 1.41 431 669 
1993 2,166 876.5 285.6 0.78 1.07 361 494 
1994 2,152 913.0 297.5 0.82 1.29 379 598 
1995 2,168 893.7 291.2 0.80 1.22 368 562 
1996 2,156 928.4 302.5 0.83 1.27 384 591 
1997 2,101 952.2 310.3 0.85 1.32 405 626 
1998 2,102 895.8 291.9 0.80 1.30 380 617 

1999 2,108 950.3 309.7 0.85 1.27 402 605 
2000 2,108 1,008.4 328.6 0.90 1.83 427 867 
2001 2,191 1,024.7 333.9 0.91 1.48 418 675 
2002 2,127 1,025.0 334.0 0.92 1.63 430 768 

2003 2,129 951.9 310.2 0.85 1.40 399 660 
2004 2,195 1,035.4 337.4 0.92 1.35 421 616 
2005 2,261 927.9 302.4 0.83 1.35 366 595 

2006 2,310 979.3 319.1 0.87 1.39 378 600 

5 YEAR AVERAGE 399 648 
Notes: 

(1) Includes water received through County intertie. 

(2) Includes all active and inactive services. 

(3) Number of 2004 services is estimated. 



TABLE 9
 
TOP 40 USERS & RESIDENTIAL UNITS EQUIVALENT DETERMINATION
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

No. Name 

July 2006 
Consumption 

(Gal) RUEs 
1 T-N-T ON THE LAKE 1,142,196 83 
2 49TH DIST AG ASSOC 1,078,616 78 
3 CITY - FOUNTAIN 591,668 43 
4 K MART #4819 516,120 37 
5 BRUNO'S (MAIN STORE) 433,092 31 
6 CITY - WESTSIDE COMMUNITY PARK 431,596 31 
7 User #1 405,416 29 
8 LKPT SKILLED NURSING CNTR 403,172 29 
9 LAKE COUNTY MUSEUM 359,788 26 

10 AQUA VILLA MOBILE HOME PARK 328,372 24 
11 DA VITA, INC. 281,248 20 
12 LAKEPORT VILLAGE APTS 264,792 19 
13 FAIRGROUNDS VILLAGE 258,808 19 
14 LAKEVIEW HOUSING, INC. 243,848 18 
15 SKYLARK MOTEL 237,864 17 
16 REDDING CA FM GROUP 230,384 17 
17 VARTABEDIAN/PAUU/DDS 219,164 16 
18 COUNTY OF LAKE 205,700 15 
19 User #2 192,236 14 
20 SAFEWAY #0983 189,244 14 
21 PACIFIC REGENCY 170,544 12 
22 REGENCY INN 160,072 12 
23 User #3 147,356 11 
24 CLEAR LAKE MARINA MOBILE HOM 146,608 11 
25 LAKEPORT UNIFIED SCHOOL 135,388 10 
26 LUCKY 4 TRAILER PARK 132,396 10 
27 User #4 129,404 9 
28 SCHELLINGER CONST CO INC 126,412 9 
29 HONG KONG RESTAURANT 124,916 9 
30 BIG VALLEY RANCHERIA 122,672 9 
31 LAKEPORT UNIFIED SCHOOL 121,924 9 
32 User #5 120,428 9 
33 QUAIL RUN FITNESS CENTER 117,436 8 
34 BEVINS COURT HOUSING 116,688 8 
35 User#fJ 115,192 8 
36 TOWER ENERGY GROUP 112,200 8 
37 KATHY FOWLER CHEVROLET PONTIAC 109,956 8 
38 LAKEPORT UNIFIED SCHOOL 106,964 8 
39 LAKE COUNTY TRIBAL HEALTH 105,468 8 
40 4 SQUARE CHURCH 102,476 7 

TOTAL TOP USER RUEs 10,537,824 762 

RUE DETERMINATION 

Total Water Consumed (Month) 36.1 MG 
Water Consumed by Top 40 Users (Month) 10.5 MG 

Remaining Water 25.5 MG 

Total Services(5) 1885 
Top 40 Services 40 

Remaining Services 1845 

MMD Consumption RUE(l) 494 GPO/RUE 
MMD Production(2) 553 GPO/RUE 

MOD Production RUE(3X4
) 700 GPO/RUE 

Top 40 Consumer RUEs 762 
Remaining RUEs 1845 

Total RUEs 2607 

Production ADD/RUE =332.2 MG/2607 RUEs/365 days 350 GPO/RUE 

. - - --. - - -- - (1Y':h~-r~-,;:;.,;; ~-213 d~y- p~~i~d -b~~~~~- ~~t~~ ~~~d~-. --------------------------------------
(2) The ration of consumption to production is 12%. To convert Consumption to Production 

multiply by 1.12. 

(3) The ration of MMO to MOD is 1.27 based on production records. 

(4) The MOD production RUE has been rounded up to the nearest 10. 
(5) Active services are the number of properties billed in July 2006. 

Where multiple meters serve one property the water used was combined. 



TABLE 10 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN VALUES USED IN WATER SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

ANNUAL AVERAGE DAILY PRODUCTION DEMAND (GAL/RUE/DAY) 

RATION 

RATION 

RATION 

YEAR 

MMD:ADD 

MDD:ADD 

MHD:ADD 

2007 

ESTIMATED METERED SERVICES(6X7
) 2,310
 

ESTIMATED POPULATION SERVED 5,099
 

RESIDENTIAL UNIT EQUIVALENTS (RUEs) 2,607
 

AVERAGE DAILY DEMAND (MGD) 0.91
 

MAXIMUM DAILY DEMAND (MGD) 1.82
 

MAXIMUM HOUR DEMAND (MGD) 2.92
 

ADD/EQUIVALENT HOUSE SERVICE (GPO) 350
 

MOD/EQUIVALENT HOUSE SERVICE (GPO) 700
 

MHO/EQUIVALENT HOUSE SERVICE (GPO) 1,120
 

(1) Based on 40 Top Users Table. 

(2) MMD based on July 2006 production records. 

(3) MDD:ADD calculated from water production records. 

(4) From estimated ratio of MHD:MDD of 1.6. 

(5) Future growth based on 1.1 %/year to 2028. 

(6) The future number of services are based on 2.2 capita/service. 

(7) Includes inactive services. 

350 (1) 

1.53 (2) 

2.00 (3) 

3.20 (4) 

2017(5) 2027'5) 

2,586 2,885 

5,688 6,346 

2,908 3,245 

1.02 1.14 

2.04 2.27 

3.26 3.63 

350 350 

700 700 

1,120 1,120 



TABLE 11
 
WATER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM COST ESTIMATE
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

MASTER 
PLAN 

PLATE 2 
IDENT. 
POINTS 

LENGTH IN 
FEET OR 

QUANTITY 

DEC 2007 
UNIT PRICE 

($/UNIT) 

DEC 2007 
CONSTRUCTION 

COSTS ($) 

DEC 2007(1 )(S) 

PROJECT COST 
($) COMMENTS(S) 

IMMEDIATE TERM IMPROVEMENTS 2008-2013 

INSTALL 10" INTERTIE WI 
LAKE COUNTY @ HARTLEY 
STREET 

1 TO 2 650 $85 $55,300 $83,000 
Provide emergency source of water 

to Lakeport water system.'9) 

2 

PROTECT THE scons 
CREEK WELL HEADS & 
EXPOSED DISCHARGE 
PIPING. INSTALL SECURITY 
FENCE. 

3 1 $20,000 $20,000 $30,000 

Install concrete encasement of well 
heads to protect wells and discharge 
pipe from creek debris flows. Add 
security structure to protect well 
heads from vandals(9) 

3 

INSTALL SECURITY AT GREEN 
RANCH WELLS (i.e., 
SECURITY FENCE, 
STRUCTURES. ETC.) 

4 1 $70,000 $70,000 $105,000 
Install chain link security fence, 
construct structures around well 

heads, add intruder alarms. (9) 

4 
PURCHASE LAND OR RENEW 
LEASE FOR GREEN RANCH 
WELL PKOPERTY 

4 1 $2,000,000 (8) $2,000,000 $2,000,000 
Secure the Green Ranch Well 

property for future City use. (8) 

5 

REPLACE EXISTING 6" MAIN 
WI 10" OR PARALLEL WI 8" 
ALONG MARTIN ST. BETWEEN 
RUSSELL ST. TO BEVINS ST. 

9TO 10 120 $85 $10,200 $17,000 

Increase water main capacity wI 
parallel 8" or replacement 10" main 
to increase fire fighting capabilities to 
the downtown areas. (1)(4) 

6 

RELOCATE CHLORINE 
INJECTION SYSTEM TO 
WELLS, INSTALL CORROSION 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

3,4,& 5 1 $100,000 $100,000 $150,000 

Replace gaseous chlorine wI 
hypochlorite solution. Install corrsion 
control system per CDHS to lower 
copper levels in the distribution 
system. (4)(6)(9) 

IMMEDIATE TERM IMPROVEMENTS SUBTOTAL $2,255,500 $2,385,000 

NEAR TERM IMPROVEMENTS 2013-2018 

7 

CONSTRUCT 1 OR 2 NEW 
WELLS & PUMPING 
STATIONS & ABANDON 4" & 8" 
scons CKEEK WELLS 

6 2 $660,000 $1,320,000 $2,178,000 
Construct 1, or possibly 2, new wells 
to replace existing Scotts Creek 
Wells. (3) 

8 

INSTALL 10" MAIN ON 
SOUTHERN SCHOOL 
PROPERTY FROM HARTLEY 
ST. TO LANGE ST. 

7TO 8 1,500 $85 $127,500 $210,000 

Increase fire flows at Clear Lake 
H.S. & Terrace School and 
strengthen northerly distribution 
system. (1X4) 

9 
TREATMENT PLANT SCADA 
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS 

11 1 $125,000 $125,000 $188,000 
Improve the SCADA controls to 
provide reliability at the treatment 
olant. (9) 

10 
REPLACE WATER SYSTEM 
PROFIBUS TELEMETRY 
SYSTEM 

11 1 $130,000 $130,000 $195,000 
Replace the exisiting antiquated 
Profibus telemetry communications 
system wI radio telemetry system. (9) 

11 
WET WELL IMPROVEMENTS 
AT THE TREATMENT PLANT 

11 1 $100,000 $100,000 $165,000 
To facilitate the operations of the 
plant. (1) 

12 

REPLACE EXISTING 6" MAIN 
wI 10" OR PARALLEL WI 8" 
ALONG HARTLEY ST FROM 
BOGGS LN. TO 20TH ST. 

13 TO 14 900 $85 $76,500 $126,000 
Increase circulation from proposed 
County intertie to the southern 
distribution system. (4) 

13 

REPLACE OR PARALLEL 
EXISTING 8" & 6" MAINS 
ALONG LAKEPORT BLVD. WI 
EITHER 8" OR 10" MAIN FROM 
BEVINS ST. TO S. FORBES ST. 

15 TO 16 2,650 $85 $225,250 $372,000 
Loop distribution system to increase 
fire fighting capabilities to the 
southern downtown areas. (1)(4) 

NEAR TERM IMPROVEMENTS SUBTOTAL $2,104,250 $3,434,000 

LONG TERM IMPROVEMENTS 2018-2028 

14 

PARALLEL 6" WI 8" ALONG 
BRUSH ST. & REPLACE EXIST. 
4" & 6" MAINS ALONG 2ND ST. 
WI 10" MAIN FROM BRUSH ST. 
TO MAIN ST. 

17,18,19 1,200 $85 $102,000 $168,000 
Replace undersized water mains to 
increase fire flows to the downtown 
areas. (4) 

15 

PARALLEL EXISTING 8" 
MAINS ALONG 11 TH ST. WI 8" 
MAIN FROM ALDEN AVE. TO 
BRUSH ST. 

20 to 21 3100 $75 $232,500 $384,000 
Increase water circulation from 
reservoirs to downtown to improve 
fire fighting capabilities. (4) 

16 

REPLACE EXISTING 6" MAINS 
ALONG 11TH ST. WI 10" MAIN 
FROM BRUSH ST. TO MAIN 
ST. 

21 to 22 850 $85 $72,300 $119,000 
Increase water circulation from 
reservoirs to downtown to improve 
fire fighting capabilities. (4) 

17 

REPLACE EXIST. 4" MAINS 
ALONG 2ND ST. WI 10" MAIN 
FROM RUSSEL ST. TO BRUSH 
ST. 

18 to 23 1,650 $85 $140,300 $231,000 
Replace old undersized water mains 
to increase fire flows to the 
downtown areas. (4) 



TABLE 11
 
WATER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM COST ESTIMATE
 

CITY OF LAKEPORT 

MASTER 
PLAN 

PLATE 2 LENGTH IN DEC 2007 DEC 2007 DEC 2007(1)(5) 

IDENT. FEET OR UNIT PRICE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT COST 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION POINTS QUANTITY ($/UNIT) COSTS ($) ($) COMMENTS(5) 

18 

PARALLEL & REPLACE 
EXISTING 4", 6", & 8" MAIN 
ALONG MAIN ST. WI 8" & 10" 
MAIN FROM 2ND ST. TO 11TH 
ST. 

19 to 22 2,150 $85 $182,800 $302,000 

Loop Main Street water mains to 
increase fire fighting capabilities & 
improve water pressures to the 

central commercial areas. (4) 

19 

PARALLEL EXISTING 8" MAIN 
ALONG MAIN ST. WI 8" MAIN 
FROM 2ND ST. TO KONOCTI 

19 to 24 3,000 $75 $225,000 $371,000 

Loop Main Street water mains to 
increase fire fighting capabilities & 
improve water pressures to the 
southern commercial & future 

AVE. 
development areas. (4) 

LONG TERM SUBTOTAL $954,900 $1,575,000 

WATER TREATMENT PLANT Add the third filter to the treatment 
A 12 1 $2,880,000 $2,880,000 $4,750,000

IMPROVEMENTS plant to accommodate growth. (2)(7) 

ADD PUMP AT LAKE PUMP Needed to pump more water to the 
B 1 $81,000 $81,000 $134,000

STATION treatment plant. (2)(7) 

TOTAL TREATMENT PLANT EXPANSIN SUBTOTAL $2,961,000 $4,880,000 

TOTAL OF ALL IMPROVEMENTS IN DECEMBER 2007 DOLLARS 012,274,000 I 
NOTES: 

(1) Includes costs for engineering (30%), contingencies (20%), legal, environmental, and administrative (15%). Does not include cost for land acquisition or financing. 

(2) Total of growth related facilities =$4,880,000 

(3) For this report, it is assumed that two new wells will be needed to replace the existing Scotts Creek Wells pumping capacity of approximatley 1,100 GPM. 

(4) Estimate assumes all work is done by a contractor at prevailing wage. 

(5) As developed costs are not included in this table, developers are expected to install these improvements. 

(6) This improvement is conditional on the California Department of Health Services requiring the City to lower copper levels. 

(7) These improvements are heavily dependent upon timing of the construction of any large housing development. 

(8) This is an estimated price for purchasing the entire Green Ranch property. 

(9) Estimate includes costs for engineering (30%), and contingencies (20%). Does not include costs for environmental and legal fees. 



APPENDIX A 
LAKEPORT PLANNING DEPARTMENTS 

PROPOSED HOUSING UNITS 
APRIL 2007 



HOUSING UNITS PROPOSED** IN THE CITY OF LAKEPORT AS OF APRIL 2007
 

STATUS PROJECT 
NAME 

GENERAL VICINITY UNITS 
PROPOSED 

CONTACT 

Resubmitted 
Mar. 2007 

Sunset Drive Sunset Drive in north 
Lakeport 

36 
SFD 

Mr. Steve Murphy, 707-279-8558 
2570 Westlake Drive, Kelseyville, CA 95451 

Pending Bella Vista N. side of Eleventh 
Street near Hwy 29 

35 
SFD 

Schellinger Brothers, 707- 545-1600 
1270 Airport Blvd, Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Approved Victorian Village 1930 S. Main Street 
near Kmart 

96 Attached 
SFD, Planned 
Development 

Bill Irwin, 707-263-4726 
P.O. Box 865, Lakeport, CA 95453 

Approved Harper's 
Landing 

S. Main Street near 
the Record-Bee 

70 SFD 
Planned 

Development 

AI King, Wine Country Homes, 707-894-9862 
P. O. Box 275, Cloverdale, CA 95425 

Models and Phase I 
Improvements 
under construction 

Schellinger 
Homes 

Southwest Lakeport 
near Quail Run 

96 Schellinger Brothers, 707- 545-1600 
1270 Airport Blvd, Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Proposed Moody . Armstrong Street 30 
SFD 

Ken Caven, Baechtel Hudis, 707-542-8795 
2360 Professional Dr., Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Proposed Frankovich Sixth and Height 32 
SFD 

Mike Beal, Beal Construction 
4606 Iroquois Troll, Kelseyville, CA 95451 

Approved La Monica Boggs Lane 4 
SFD 

Tim Niles, 707-263-6565 
1279 Craiq Avenue, Lakeport, CA 95453 

Approved Whipple Boggs Lane 4 
SFD 

Byron Whipple, 707-263-6911 
P. O. Box 1015, Lakeport, CA 95453 

Approved Adamson Alden Avenue 8 
SFD 

Tom Adamson, 480-634-8014 
10944 E. Onyx ct, Scottsdale, AZ 85259 

Approved Scudero Mike's Way 8 
SFD 

John Scudero/Dynasty Homes, 707-539-5211 
2777 Yulupa Ave, # 197, Santa Rosa, CA 95405 

Proposed Munion 1255 Sixth 10 
SFD 

James Munion 
5528 Teton Way, Kelseyville, CA 95451 

Proposed Bell 1251, 1265, & 1277 
Mellor Dr. 

8 
SFD 

Robert Bell, 916-730-0422 
4045 N. Freeway Blvd, Ste B, Sac., CA 95834 

Approved Ernest Pino 801 Manzanita 6 
SFD 

Ernest Pino, 
347 East Campbell, Campbell, CA 95008 

Approved Wienke 1100 20th St. 28 
SFD 

Glenn Wienke, 707-262-1' 58 (707-349-2800) 
POBox 656, Lakeport, CA. 95453 

Approved Rodriguez 1122, 1134, and 
1146 Eleventh Street 

6 
duplex units 

Oscar Rodriguez, 530-400-3703 
P. O. Box 1344, Davis, CA 95616 

Pending Terra Partners 1075 Martin St. 60-unit afford
able housinq 

Scott Johnson, Terra Partners (707) 823-9884 
P. O. Box 815, Sebastopol, CA 95473 

Proposed Fischer-Kameda 2255 Will-O-View 2 
SFD 

Michiko Fischer-Kameda (707-263-911O) 
2255 Will-O-View Circle, Lakeport, CA 95453 

Proposed Kvasnicka 322-368 15th st. 8 John Kvasnicka, cirilloandsons@adeliphia.net 
Duplex units 555 Saratoqa Ct., Ukiah, CA 95482 

Proposed Lakewood Knoll 1296 & 1320 Craig 28 
SFD 

Kevin Carinelli, CarCo, 707-759-0111 
520 Mendocino Ave, #250, Santa Rosa 95401 

*	 Pricing is unknown, however, it is estimated that the price range will be $250,000 to 
$400,000, depending on lot size and anlenities. 

**	 Please note that this list is of contemplated or proposed projects. There is no assurance 
that these projects will go forward or that individual homes will be constructed. 



City of Lakeport
 
Potential Residential
 

and
 
Commercial Projects
 

June 2007 

Lakl;l TerrElce Estates
 
BICits
 

Statu§: Approved
 

Bella Vista 
35 lots 

Status: Pending 
E'~~ii~~~~~-] 

rr'----nll 
SubdiVision
 

8>161s
 
Status:Pelidirig
 

Frankovich Subdivision 
30 +/" ibts 

Status: Preliiiiinary plah Ll;::;~~~:::.tJ~~~ 
reviewed 

Sunset Drive
 
3l3lots
 

Status: Approval Expired
 

Wienke 

28 lots Status: Tentative Map 
approved 

Kvasnicka 
. 4 Duplexes 

Status: Approved/ 
Under Cbnstruction 

Sampson Medical Office
 
Status: Pending-Incomplete
 

Pino Subdivision
 
Slots
 

Status: Approved
 

Terra Partners
 
60 unit affordable
 
multifamily project
 

Status: Preliminary plan reviewed
 

Schall Industrial Park
 
49.000 SF
 

Status: Under Construction
 

Parkside Subdivision 
95 lots 

Status: Approved/Phase 1 
map recorded 

Kathy Fowler 
new auto dealership 

Status: Approved 

Victorian Village
 
96 lots
 

Planned Development
 
Status: ApprovedlPhase 1
 

map recorded
 

Legend 

Map prepared by [::==J Lakeport Parcels 
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This Agreement is entered into this 19th day of September, 1995, by and 
between the YOLO COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVAnON 
DISTRICT (hereinafter referred to as the "District") and the CITY OF LAKEPORT (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Water User ll or "City"), and supersedes in its entirety that certain "Revised 
Standard Agreement for Non-Agricultural Water Sales," entered into between the parties on 
October 6, 1987, and recorded at Book 1387, Pages 10-21 of the Official Records of Lake 
County. 

RECITALS 

a. The District is holder of rights to store and divert water from Clear Lake 
for irrigation, domestic, municipal, and other beneficial uses. 

_ b. The District, as successor to the Clear Lake Water Company, has an 
obligation to aIlow water diversions from Clear Lake to serve the dedicated service area of the 
Clear Lake Water Company, which includes the area proposed to be served by the Water User. 

c. The District withdraws water .from Clear Lake pursuant to the operating 
criteria set forth in the Order Amendirig April 21, 1978 Judgment and Decree, filed on March 
30, 1995 in the Case County of Lake v. Yolo County Flood Control and Water Conservation 
District, Solano County Superior Court No. 58122. 

d. Pursuant to paragraph 3 of the Stipulation and Consent to Entry of 
Judgment and Decree filed in the above case on March 27, 1978, the operating criteria 
regulating withdrawals of water from Clear Lake do not limit the District's right, under any 
condition, to withdraw water from Clear Lake for municipal use within Lake County. 

e. Water User claims that certain parcels ofland it owns within the City are 
littoral to Clear Lake. These claimed littoral lands are shown as "LAKE FRONT LANDS" on 
the map attached hereto as Exhibit IIA". Water User diverts water from Clear Lake at the point 
of diversion depicted as the "LAKE WATER IRRIGATION SUPPLY PUMP" on the attached 
exhibit "B" for irrigation of such claimed littoral lands. Water User also supplies potable water 
to its claimed littoral lands, for use on those lands, through the water meters depicted on the 
attached Exhibit "C". Water User further claims that the amount of water diverted under its 
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littoral water right may increase if Water User acquires additional littoral land or if the littoral 
use of water on the claimed littoral lands increases. The District does not admit or deny Water 
User's claim to Iittoral rights. 

f. Water User diverts water from Scotts Creek in Scotts Valley via the two 
weUsdepietedas th~ "8"& 4"GITY WELLS" on the map attached hereto as exhibit "D". 
These wells draw water from the subsurface flow of Scotts Creek, which is tributary to Clear 
Lake. Water User also pumps water from two wells in Scotts Valley depicted as the "GREEN 
RANCH WELLS" on the nlap attached hereto as exhibit "D". Water User conveys water from 
these four wells to the City for use within the City limits and to 42 services outside the City 
liInits. 

g. Wa.fer Usettlaims-a tightby-prescription-to divert up to 750 acre..feetper 
-_y~~rfrom	 Scotts Creek by means of the four wells described in the preceding recital. This 
amount represents the approximate historical average -of annual diversions from such wells in 
the years before 1967--the year that the District succeeded to the Clear Lake Water Company. 

h. Water User pumps water from Clear Lake to the- "CITY OF LAKEPORT 
WATER TREATMENT PLANT" intake depicted on the attached exhibit "D". Water User 
conveys water from this intake to the City for use within the City limits and to 42 services 
outside the City limits. 

1. Water User purchases water from Lake County through the North Lakeport 
Water System Intertie depicted on the attached exhibit liD". 

j. The District and -Water User recognize that all withdrawals of water from 
Clear Lake and its tributaries have an impact on the amount of water available to the District 
for other purposes, and therefore that all withdrawals by Water User from Clear Lake or its 
tributaries, other than diversions pursuant to Water User's claimed littoral rights described in 
recital e above, diversions pursuant to Water User's claimed prescriptive use described in recital 
g above and purchases described in recital i above, shall be paid for pursuant to the provisions 
of this Agreement. 

k. To the extent that the District has water supplies available from Clear Lake 
sufficient to meet Water User's ultimate needs, the District will allow water to be diverted by 
Water User as set forth in this Agreement. In the event that there is a shortage of water 
available from Clear Lake, municipal water use around Clear Lake shall have priority over other 
us-es. 

1. The District and Water User desire that the" Standard Agreement for Non-
Agricultural Water Sales," entered into by them on October 6, 1987, and recorded at Book 
1387, Page 10 of the Official Records of Lake County, be terminated, and superseded by the 
provisions of this Agreement. 

NOW, THEREFORE, based on the considerations recited above and the tenns 
and conditions set forth below, the District and Water User agree as follows: 
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1. Water User may divert water from Clear Lake at the "LAKE WATER 
. IRRIGATION SUPPLY PUMP" shown on the attached exhibit "B", solely for reasonable and 

beneficial use on the claimed littoral lands depicted on the attached exhibit "A 1.1. Water User 
shall not be obligated to pay the District for any such diversions and use, but Water User shall 
meter such diversions, and report the amounts of such diversions, pursuant to paragraph 9 of 
thisl Agreement. Except as provided in paragraph 3 of this Ag!eement, such diversions shall be 
solely by means of the Lake Water Irrigation Supply pump 'station and such uses shall be solely 
on such littoral lands. Water User shall not divert water from Clear Lake through the Lake 
Water Irrigation Supply pump station for any other uses and such water shall not be treated for 
human consumption. 

2. Water User also may meter the potable water that it obtains fronl sources
 
besides the Lake Water Irrigation Supply pump station and conveys to the claimed littoral lands
 
depicted on the attached exhibit II A" for use on such lands. Such metering shall be made using
 
the meters depicted on the attached exhibit "C". If Water User supplies District with records
 
accurately describing the amounts of such potable water that were conveyed to, and used on,
 
these claimed littoral lands, then Water User shall not be obligated to pay District for those
 
amounts of water.
 

3. If Water User acquires any additional lands that are littorai to Clear Lake, 
then the attached exhibit "A" shall be amended to include such additional lands, and the 
preceding two paragraphs of this Agreement shall also apply to such additional lands. If Water 
User seeks to divert non-potable water. from Clear Lake for use on its claimed littoral lands at 
any location besides the Lake Water Irrigation Supply Pump, then the attached exhibit "B II first 
shall be amended. to include such additional diversion locations and the associated conveyance 
pipelines, and paragraph 1 of this Agreement then also shall apply to such additional diversions. 
If Water User supplies potable water to its' claimed littoral lands for use on such lands through 
meters that are not depicted on the attached exhibit "C ", and seeks a credit for such water 
pursuant to the preceding paragraph of this Agreement, then the attached exhibit "C" first shall 
be amended to include such additional meters. 

4; Water User may divert a total of up to 750 acre-feet per year from Water 
User's wells described in recital f of this Agreement pursuant to Water User's claimed 
prescriptive rights. Water User shall not be obligated to pay the District for such diversions or 
for the use of such diverted water. 

5. Except in emergencies, Water User shall not add any additional water 
sources beyond those depicted in the attached exhibits "B" and "D" without first giving 60 days' 
advance written notice to the District. If Water User adds any additional water source because 
of an emergency, then Water User shall notify the District in writing within 45 days after the 
first use of the additional water source. Such notification shall inClude descriptions of the 
emergency and the additional water source, and Water User's plan and schedule for alleviating 
the emergency. Water User shall provide the District with any additional relevant infom1ation 
regarding Water User's new water sources that the District may request. This Agreen1ent shall 
apply to Water User's diversions of water from any new emergency or non-emergency source. 
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6. To the extent that the District has water supplies available, the District 
shall allow W~ter User tndirectly divert UP atotal of up to 2,000 acre-feetper year of untreated 
water each year from Clear Lake and its tributaries at the water sources depicted on the attached 
exhibit liD" for municipal, industrial; or other nonagricultural uses. This 2,000 acre-Jeet per 
¥ear limit shall not include the ~IUqUl1ts of water descdbedin paragraphs 1, 2, 3 ,and 4 of this 
Agreement, but shall include all other water that is diverted from Clear Lake or any of its 
tributaries, including all waterpuinped from wells in Scotts Valley and all water purchased by 
the City from Lake County as described in recital i; 

7. Water diverted by Water User pursuant to this Agreement shall only be
 
used within the City limits (except for existing connections for service outside the City limits)
 
of Water User, and shall not be used in, or delivered to, areas outside such City limits without
 
the District's prior written consent. Water User shall be under no obligation to divert any
 
particular amount of water in any year. However, Water User shall pay for all water diverted
 
from Clear Lake or pumped from wells in Scotts Valley pursuant to this Agreement, except for
 
the water described in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this Agreement and water purchased from
 
Lake County as described in recital 1.
 

8. Water User shall not divert or pump water from Clear Lake or in Scotts 
Valley at any location other than the points of diversion depicted in the attached exhibits liB" and 
liD" without the prior writt.en consent of the District. To the extent it is authorized to do so, 
Water User shall prohibit all other points of diversion from Clear Lake or its tributaries within 
its service area. Water User shall pay all costs of diverting water from Clear Lake and its 
tributaries. 

9. Water User, at its sale cost, agrees to place a measuring device approved 
by the District on each of its water.,.diversion facilities depicted on the attached exhibits "B" and 
"D II (including Water User's Lake Water Irrigation Supply pump station) and to provide the 
District on a monthly basis by the end of each month an accounting (in a format provided by 
District) listing separately the quantities of water diverted from each such facility during the 
previous month. Water User shall include in such accountings separate listings of any amounts 
of water purchased from Lake County, as described in recital 1. Water User shall, at its sale 
cost, keep and maintain such measuring devices in good working condition. Such measuring 
devices shall be available for District inspection, upon reasonable request. 

10. If Water User does not deliver to the District a statement of water usage 
or supporting data for any water-diversion facility depicted on the attached exhibits liB II and liD" 
within the time period described in the preceding paragraph for any month, then Water User 
shall owe District $100 per month for each month during which Water User does not deliver 
District such a statement as liquidated damages for the District's additional costs associated with 
such non-delivery. The damages described in the preceding sentence are in addition to, and not 
a limitation on, any of the District's other remedies for violations of this Agreement or any 
applicable provisions of law. 

11. Within 30 days from the date of District's written request, Water User 
shall provide the District copies of all supporting data that may be necessary to confirm the 
quantities of water reported pursuant to paragraphs 2 ,and 9 of this Agreement. 
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· \ 12. Water User shall pay the District for all water diverted pursuant to 
paragraph 6 of this Agreement (which amounts do not include any amounts of water diverted 
pursuant to paragraph 1, 2, 3 or 4 of this Agreement) except for water purchased from Lake 
County as described in recital i, at the water rates established by the District as amended from 
time to time. In detennining the amounts of water diverted pursuant to paragraph 6 of this 
Agreement and the amounts of water subject to payment pursuant to this paragraph 12, Water 
User shall not receive any credit for any return flows that may flow to Clear Lake from any 
water diverted by Water User, or from any wastewater treated by Water User. 

13. Water User shall remit to the District payment of water charges at the time 
of submittal of its monthly statement of water usage. All charges remaining unpaid thereafter 
will become delinquent and bear interest and incur penalties at the rates applicable to water users 
within the District, as set by the District from .time to time. 

14. The parties recognize that the pistrict may find it necessary to increase its 
water rates from time to time. J:l1~:,parties agree that allaIUill(ilin¢r~~s<?ofpqtmote than th~ 

gre&ter of(a) 5% , or (b) the average percentage increase to District water userS within the 
l)istrict, shall be considered reasonable. Only adjustments in excess of the greater of those 
annual percentages shall be subject to objection and binding arbitration as hereinafter provided. 
The District shall provide 30 days' prior written notice of any proposed increase in rates. Water 
User shall have 60 days from the date of such notice to determine whether to arbitrate the rate 
increase. During the 30 days between the effective date of the increase and the deadline for 
deciding whether to seek arbitration, Water User shall pay applicable water charges, but may 
pay the water charges under protest and receive a refund, plus interest at the legal rate, if it 
prevails in the arbitration. 

15. If Water User elects not to accept the rate adjustment contemplated in the 
preceding paragraph, the parties agree to binding arbitration under the rules and procedures of 
the American Arbitration Association, or any lawful successor thereof. Any arbitrator selected 
shall not be a resident of either Lake County or Yolo County, or a property owner or 
leaseholder therein, unless the parties agree otherwise. The parties intend such arbitration to 
be binding because of the delay and expense attendant upon court proceedings. If hereafter the 
State of California or any of its political subdivisions establish a regulatory body having 
jurisdiction over contracts like this Agreement, then the parties shall agree that, in lieu of 
arbitration, such body shall have jurisdiction to detennine the fairness of any such rate increase, 
consistent with the tenus of this Agreement. Each party shall pay one-half of the fees and 
charges of arbitration therefor, except each party shall pay its own attorney fees in such 
connection. 

16. Water User agrees that it is fully responsible for the carriage, treatment, 
and use of all water after it is diverted by Water User from Clear Lake and its tributaries, and 
Water User shall indemnify, hold harmless from, and defend the District and its officers, 
employees and agents from and against any and all claims, lawsuits, loss, liability, damage, cost 
or expense (including attorney fees and litigation costs) arising from Water User's diversion, 
sale, and use of the water under this Agreement, (including without limitation damages from 
subsidence or impacts to groundwater quality or quantity caused by groundwater pumping in 
Scotts Valley) or its failure to comply with any of its obligations contained in this Agreement, 
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except for darnages caused by the active negligence, sole negligence or wilful misconduct of the 
District. 

17. If any action at law or in equity is brought to enforce or interpret the 
provisions of this Agreement, then the prevailing party shall be entitled to reasorulble attorney 
fees in 'addition to any other relief to which it n1ay be entitled, except as provided by paragraph 
15 of this Agreement. 

18. This Agreement shall beCOllle effective on October 1, 1995, For the 
period October 1, 1995 through December 3L 1995, the 750 acre~foot per year amount in 
paragraph 4 of this Agreement shall be 187.5 .acre-feet, and the 2,000 acre~foot per year anlount 
in paragraph 6 of this Agreement shall be 500 acre-feet. Beginning on January 1, 1996, the "per 
year" amounts in paragraphs 4 and 6 of this Agreement shall refer to calendar years, and all 
annual sccountings required by this Agreenlent s~all be made on a calendar-year basis .. 

19, ThfsAgreenlentshall renlain in effect unt.il January It 2030, and shall be 
binding on and inure to the benefit of the 'successors and assigns of the parties, except that, this 
Agreenlent may be teITn.inated by Water Ufier, upon written notice to District, only if and upon 
a tlnal decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, that the District has no appropriative right 
to the waters of Clear Lake. 

20. AfttirJaIluary J,'fQ$O, thi.~>l\greet1lentshall.au~011~ati~allybe renewed for 
a successive ten year tenn orterIl1s, until such tinle as either party shaiigive notice' to the: mller 
patty of its desire not to renew. Such notice shall be rnade in writing 110 less "(han 60 days in 
aoVarlce of the scheduled renewal date. 

CITY OF LAKEPORT:	 YOLOCOUNTYFLDODCONTROLAND 
WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT: 

By ~.J1Jdi 
MAYOR	 Chainnan 

ArrEST:	 ATTEST; 
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CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT No. 5907 

State of ~ 
countYOf~~ 
On ·91/?ffs before me, , 

DATE NAME, TITLE OF OFF! ER· E. 

personally appeared ~ eaJum.e.aLteb , 
NAME(S) OF SIGNER(S) 

~perSOnallY known to me - OR - 0 proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence 
to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are 
subscribed to the within instrument andac
knowledged to me that he/she/they executed 
the same in his/her/their authorized 
capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their 
signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), 
or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 

WITN ESS my hand and official seal. 

--------- OPTIONAL ---------
Though the data below is not required by law, it may prove valuable to persons relying on the document.and could prevent 
fraudulent reattachment of this form. 

CAPACITY CLAIMED BY SIGNER 

D INDIVIDUAL 

D CORPORATE OFFICER 

DESCRIPTION OF ATTACHED DOCUMENT 

TITLE(S) 
TITLE OR TYPE OF DOCUMENT 

D PARTNER(S) D LIMITED 

D GENERAL 

D ATTORNEY-IN-FACT 

D TRUSTEE(S) 

D GUARDIAN/CONSERVATOR 

D OTHER: ----------

NUMBER OF PAGES 

DATE OF DOCUMENT 

SIGNER IS REPRESENTING: . 
NAME OF PERSON(S) OR ENTITY(IES) 

SIGNER(S) OTHER THAN NAMED ABOVE 

©1993 NATiONAL NOTARY ASSOCIATION' 8236 Remmel Ave., P.O. Box 7184· Canoga Park, CA 91309-7184
 



CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT No. 5907 

j. • ~ • • 1: ¢ • t • • t. t t( 

~ 
.~. TERESA L. SPECK . 

:(: I ~ COMM. # 1038634 i 
.Z . E-_6 - 0 Notary Public - CaJlfomkJ >.Z _ • .... 

.- .: LAKE COUNTYj ·"pO> My';:o~,"m. Expires SEP 11.1998 I 
•• 4 :; l:!!"' .~.?.~ 4 ••• •• 

State of (!a/~CX·£ 

County of k.7u 
On %:faar before me, -~~~~..-=:-..£-L-~~~~=---------

DATE NAME, TITLE OF OFFICER· E.G., "J E ODE, NOTARY PUBLIC" 

personally appeared ~L" ?n e-A~CV16 
~ NAME(S) F SIGNER(S) ~ 

[}-p-erSOnally known to me - OR - D proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence 
to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are 
subscribed to the within instrument and ac
knowledged to me that he/she/they executed 
the same in his/her/their authorized 
capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their 
signature(s) on the instrwment the person(s), 
or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 

WITN ESS my hand and official seal. 

SIGNAT~TAR 

--------- OPTIONAL ---------
Though the data below is not required by law, it may prove valuable to persons relying on the document and could prevent 
fraudulent reattachment of this form. 

CAPACITY CLAIMED BY SIGNER 

D INDIVIDUAL 

D CORPORATE OFFICER 

TITLE(S) 

DESCRIPTION OF ATTACHED DOCUMENT 

TITLE OR TYPE OF DOCUMENT 

D PARTNER(S) D LIMITED 

D GENERAL 

D ATIORNEY-IN-FACT 

D TRUSTEE(S) 

D GUARDIAN/CONSERVATOR 

D OTHER: ------'--------

SIGNER IS REPRESENTING: 
NAME OF PERSON(S) OR ENTITY(IES) 

NUMBER OF PAGES 

DATE OF DOCUMENT 

SIGNER(S) OTHER THAN NAMED ABOVE 

©1993 NATIONAL NOTARY ASSOCIATION· 8236 Remmel Ave., P.O. Box 7184· Canoga Park, CA 91309-7184
 



SUBSCRIBING-WITNESS CERTIFICATE ("WITNESS JURAT") No. 5906
 

/) NA F ;R.I CIPAL SIGNER (AGAIN) 

c; t . AttA 
--------- O.PTIONAL --........----
Though the data below is not required by law, it may prove valuable to persons relying on the document and could prevent 
fraudulent reattachment of this form. 

CAPACITY CLAIMED BY SIGNER (PRINCIPAL) 

D INDIVIDUAL 

D CORPORATE OFFICER 

TITLE(S) 

DESCRIPTION OF ATTACHED DOCUMENT 

TITLE OR TYPE OF DOCUM ENT 

D PARTNER(S) D LIMITED 

D GENERAL 

D ATTORNEY-IN-FACT 

D TRUSTEE(S) 

D GUARDIAN/CONSERVATOR 

D OTHER: -----------

ABSENT SIGNER (PRINCIPAL).IS REPRESENTING: 
NAME OF PERSON(S) OR ENTITY(JES) 

NUMBER OF PAGES 

DATE OF DOCUMENT 

SIGNER(S) OTHER THAN NAMED ABOVE 

©1993 NATIONAL NOTARY ASSOCIATION· 8236 Remmel Ave., P.O. Box 7184· Canoga Park, CA 91309-7184
 



No. 5907 CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

E DOE, NOTARY PUBLIC" 

WITNESS ~~a d and official seal. 

DATE 

State of -----'.-:::.-J~~~r_=_'_-=-..;>~=----'---

County of ----=.,4--J.~~-------

On 

personally appeared , 
. NA (S) OF SIGNER(S) 

~OnallYknown to me - OR - Di3foVed to me on ths basis of satisfactol y evidence 
to be the person~ whose name~ is/are 
subscribed to the within instrument and ac
knowledged to me that he/she/they- executed 
the same in his/her/their... authorized 
capacity(tG:5·), and that by his/l1-er/their 
signature~) on the instrument the person('1l, 
or the entity upon behalf of which the 
persori~ acted, executed the instrument. 

--------- OPTIONAL ---------
Though the data below is not required by law, it may prove valuable to persons relying on the document and could prevent 
'fraudulent reattachment of this form. 

CAPACITY CLAIMED BY SIGNER 

.D INDIVIDUAL 

D CORPORATE OFFICER 

DESCRIPTION OF ATTACHED DOCUMENT 

TITLE OR TYPE OF DOCUMENT 
TITLE(S) 

D PARTNER(S) D LIMITED 

D GENERAL 

D ATIORNEY-IN-FACT 

D TRUSTEE(S) 

D GUARDIAN/CONSERVATOR 

D OTHER: ----------

NUMBER OF PAGES 

DATE OF DOCUMENT 

SIGNER IS REPRESENTING: 
NAME OF PERSON(S) OR ENTITY(IES) 

SIGNER(S) OTHER THAN NAMED ABOVE 

©1993 NATIONAL NOTARY ASSOCIATION· 8236 Remmel Ave., P.O. Box 7184· Canoga Park, CA 91309·7184 



EXHIBIT LIST
 

Exhibit A:	 Map Depicting Water User's Claimed Littoral Lands (depicted on exhibit 
as "LAKE FRONT LANDS") (4 pages) 

Exhibit B:	 Map Depicting Water User's Lake Water Irrigation Supply Pump and 
Associated Pipelines (2 pages) 

Exhibit C:	 Map Depicting Water User's Meters That Supply Potable Water to Water 
User's Claimed Littoral Lands (4 pages) 

Exhibit D:	 Map Depicting All of Water User's Diversions From Clear Lake and its 
Tributaries (1 page) 
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CITY OF LAKEPORT 
. Over 1()() years of community
 

priae, progress, ana service
 

MINUTE ORDER 

IAKEPORT CITY COUNCIL
 
REGULAR MEETING
 

.MJNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 1995
 

Please be advised of the following action taken by the Lakeport city 
Council: 

On the Consent Agenda, the City Council approved thEi= ArrEnded Standard 
AgreeIIEnt for Nonagricultural Water Sales bebveen the Yolo County Flood 
Control and Water Conservation District and the City of Lakeport and 
authorized the Mayor to execute the necessary documents on behalf or 
the City of Lakeport. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Barbara L. Sarao,
 
Deputy City Clerk
 

225 PARK STREET • LAKEPORT. CALIFORNIA 95453 • TELEPHONF r7n71 ::JR~-SR1S 



APPENDIX C 
LAKEPORT TREATMENT PLANT 

DESIGN CRITERIA 



APPENDIX D
 

WATER TREATMENT FACILITY DESIGN CRITERIA 

The City of Lakeport WTP was designed to nleet the then current drinking water 

requirements as set by the Federal EPA and State Department of Health Services. In 

particular, the systems meets the Surface Water Treatment Rule requirements of a multi

barrier treatment system with removal by the adsorption clarifier and filtration credited 

for 2.5 Log renloval of Giardia, and inactivation by disinfection with chloti.ne for a 

minimum 0.5 Log Giardia inactivation credit. Since then the Enhanced Surface Water 

Treatment Rule requires the 2.0 log removal of cryptosporidium. The Roberts Filter 

Group claim to have achieved a 3.0 log removal of cryptosporidium; however, the latest 

information from the California Department of Health Services dated Decetnber 2005 

suggest that no contract clarification systems have been awarded any cryptosporidium 

removal credits. 

FLOW 

Maximum Plant Capacity (ultimate) 
Normal - Maximum Plant Capacity (initi
Initial Net Treated Water Capacity 
(Less Backwash & Derated for 
Clear Lake) 

ally) 
1,500 GPM 
1,200 GPM 

1,040 GPM (1.5 MGD) 

WATER QUALITY TARGETS 

Parameter (units) 
Turbidity (NTU) 
Color (color units) 
pH (units) 
Temperature CC) 

Influent 
2 - 150 
0-25 
6.5 - 9.0 
8 - 28 

Effluent 
0-0.2 
0-15 
6.5 - 9.0 
8 -28 



LAKE PUMP STATION 

Vacuum Pump 
Pump Number, Type 
Capacity 
Horsepower, volts, Phase 

Booster Pumps 
Pump Number, Type 

Capacity 
Horsepower, Volts, Phase 

WATER TREATMENT PLANT 

Pre-Ozone Contactor 

Number, Volume: 

Detention Time 
@ 1200 GPM: 
@ 1500 GPM: 

Ozone and Plant Air Equipment 

Air Compressors, Type: 
Number: 
Capacity: 
Horsepower, Volts, Phase: 

Desiccant Dryer: 
Capacity at 100 PSIG inlet: 
Capacity at 80 PSIG inlet: 
Max Temp. Incoming air: 
Rated Pressure Dewpoints: 

10-minute cycle: 
4-minute cycle: 

Oxygen Production, Type: 
Number: 
Capacity: 

Ozone Generators, Type: 

Not Available 
Not Available 
Not Available 

2 (3 Ultimate), Vertical Turbine 2 Stage 
Variable Frequency Drive 
900 GPM @ 45 Ft TDH 
15 HP, 460V,30 

One, 6,400-GAL, two compartments 

5.3 Minutes 
4.3 Minutes 

Oil Lubricated, Screw 
Two 
71 SCFM @ 100 psig 
15 Hp, 460 V, 3 0 

12 SCFM 
7.9 SCFM 
120°F 

Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) 
Two 
46.7 SCFM Air at 90 PSIG incoming 
4.17 SCFM O2 (900/0 purity) at 45 PSIG to 
ozone generator 

Oxygen Fed 



Number:
 
Capacity:
 

KW, Volts, Phase: 

Ozone Destruct Units, Type: 
Number: 
Capacity: 

Pre Treatment Booster Pumps 

Pump Number, Type: 
Capacity Each: 
Horsepower, Volts, Phase: 

Filter Unit
 

Unit Number, Type:
 

Absolute Maximunl:
 
Maximum Rated Flow:
 
Normal Maximum:
 

Adsorption Clarifier (per each)
 

Bed Area:
 
Media Bed Volume:
 
Hydraulic Loading:
 
Flushing Flow:
 
Flushing Rate
 
Air Scour Flow:
 
Air Scour Rate:
 

Finishing Filter (per each)
 

Bed Area:
 
Bed Volume:
 
Filter Rate:
 
Maximum Backwash Flow
 

Normal:
 
@ 80°F + Lake Temp.:
 

Backwash Rate 
Normal: 
@ 80°F + Lake Temp.: 

Air Scour Flow: 
Air Scour Rate: 

Two 
40 lbs/day (derated to 32 Lbs/Day due to 
high cooling water temperature) 
8± KW, 460-V, 3 0 

Thermalcatalytic w/blower 
Two 
10 SCFM at 6-inch Water Column 

2, Vertical Turbine 
1,200 GPM @ 26 Ft TDH 
10 HP, 460V, 3 0 

2 (3 Ultimate), Adsorption Clarifier & 
Mixed Media Filtration 
840 GPM, each unit 
700 GPM, each unit (rated capacity) 
600 GPM, each unit 

70.6 SF 
282.4 CF 
10 GPM/SF 
700GPM 
10 GPM/SF 
420 CFM 
5.9 CFM/SF 

140 Sq Ft 
607 Cu Ft 
5.0 GPM/SF 

2,530 GPM 
3,080 GPM 

18 GPM/SF 
22 GPM/SF 
420CFM 
3 CFM/SF 



Mixed Media for Each Unit 
Layer Typical Sizes Depth 

Bottom 
Silica gravel} or (112" x 3/4") 13" 
Silica gravel} support (3/4" x 3/8") 3" 
Silica gravel} screens (3/8" x 3/16") 3" 
Gamet gravel 1.0 - 3.0 mm 3" 
Gamet sand 0.25 - 0.35 mm E.S. U.c. 1.8 3" 
Silica sand 0.45 - 0.55 mm E.S. U.c. 1.5 9" 
Anthracite coal 1.0 - 1.2 mm u.c. 1.7 18" 

Top TOTAL 52" 

Backwash Pumps 

Pump Number, Type: 2, Vertical Turbine 
Capacity Each: 3,000 GPM @ 27 Ft TDH 
Horsepower, Volts, Phase: 30 HP, 460V, 3 (2) 

Air Blowers for Backwash 

Unit Number, Type: 2, Regenerative 
Capacity: 500 CFM 
Horsepower, Volts, Phase: 20 HP, 460V, 3 (2) 

Heating/Ventilation!Air Conditioning Equipment 

Treatment Room: 
Roof Ventilators: 

Number, Horsepower, Capacity: 1,3/4,2972 SCFM @ 0.75" SP 
Type, Speed: Direct Drive, Variable Speed 
Number, Horsepower, Capacity: 2, 3/4, 3766 SCFM @ 0.35" SP 
Type, Speed: Direct Drive, Variable Speed 

Intake Louvers: 
Number, Size, Capacity: 2, 40"x40", 3400 SCFM @0.75" SP 

Blower Room 
Roof Ventilator: 
Number, Horsepower, Capacity: 1, 1/6, 1498 SCFM @0.25 SP 
Type, Speed: Direct Drive, Variable Speed 

Whole House Fan: 



Number, Anlps, Capacity (Full Speed): 
Type, Speed: 

Evaporative Cooler: 
Number, Horsepower, Capacity: 
Type, Speed: 
Cooling with Outside 

Ambient Temp. Equal 110°F: 
Outside Relative Humidity = 

Outside Relative Humidity = 

Outside Relative Humidity = 

Intake Louver: 
Number, Size, Capacity: 

Ozone Room: 

Roof Ventilator:
 
Number, Horsepower, Capacity:
 
Type, Speed:
 

Air Conditioning Unit: 
Number, Capacity: 

Intake Louver: 
Number, Size, Capacity: 

Chlorine Room: 
Wall-Mounted Exhaust Ventilator: 
Number, Horsepower, Capacity: 
Type, Speed: 

Intake Louver: 
Number, Size, Capacity: 

Chemical Mixing Area 

Wall-mounted Exhaust Ventilator: 
Number, Horsepower, Capacity: 
Type, Speed: 

Post-Ozone Contactor 

Number, Volume: 

1, 5.5, 6850 SCFM @ 0.1 "SP 
Belt Driven, Variable Speed 

1, 1, 5600 SCFM @ 0.0" SP 
Belt driven, Two-Speed 

50%: 
40%: 
30%: 

1, 32"x40", 2200 SCFM @ 0.25" SP 

1, 113, 1411 SCFM @0.75" SP 
Direct Drive, Variable Speed 

1, 12,000 BTU/HR 

1, 32"XI6", 900 SCFM @0.88" SP 

1, 1120, 182 SCFM @ 0.25" SP 
Direct Drive, Variable Speed 

1, 16"XI6", 182 SCFM @ 0.16" SP 

1, 113, 1287 SCFM @ 0.63"SP 
Direct Drive, Variable Speed 

1, 12,800 GAL
 
4 Compartments
 



Detention Time
 
@ 1200 GPM:
 
@ 1,500 GPM:
 

Post Treatment Booster Pumps 

Punlp Nurnber, Type 
Capacity, each 
Horsepower, Volts, Phase 

Carbon Columns 

Unit Nurnber: 
Diameter: 
Maximum Flow: 
Bed Volume: 
Detention Time: 
Hydraulic Loading: 
Backwash Flow: 
Backwash Rate: 

Chlorine Contact Tank 

Baffled Tank (short circuiting factor): 
Size (Diameter x Height): 
Total Volume: 
Overflow Rim Elevation: 
Minimum Volume for Chlorine Contact: 
Contact Time 

@600GPM 
@1200GPM 

Clearwell 

Size (Diameter x Height): 
Total Volume: 
Overflow Rim Elevation: 

Disinfection Requirements
 

Effective Tank Volume (Neglecting small tank)
 
Assumed Tank TlO/T (w/Baffle)
 
Effective Tank T @ 1500 GPM
 
Required CT @ S10° C & S8 pH
 
Required Chlorine Residual
 
(at effluent side of 15,000-gal. tank)
 

10.6 minutes 
8.5 minutes 

2, Vertical Turbine
 
1,200 GPM @ 36' TDH
 
15 HP, 460V, 3 {3
 

4 (2 New, 2 Exist) (2 more at ULT.)
 
9 ft. diam.
 
300 GPM Ea (1,200 GPM Total)
 
535 Cu Ft per Vessel
 
(Empty Bed) 13.3 Min
 
4.7 GPM/SF 
500 GPM per Vessel 
7.9 GPM/SF 

0.45 
46 FT x 12 Ft 
136,000 GAL 
1353.18 FT (11 '-0") 
75,000 GAL 

102 Min 
51 Min 

15 FT x 12 Ft 
14,500 GAL 
1352.2 FT (11'-0") 

75,000 GAL 
0.45 
35 MIN 
26 MF-MIN 
0.75 mg/L 



Distribution Pump Station 

Pump Number, Type 

Capacity:
 
Horsepower, Volts, Phase:
 
BACKWASH PONDS
 

Pond No.1
 
Maximum Capacity:
 
Maximum Water Surface Elevation:
 
Depth to Overflow:
 
Bottom Surface Area:
 

Pond No.2
 
Maximum Capacity:
 
Maximum Water Surface Elevation:
 
Depth to Overflow:
 
Bottom Surface Area:
 

Pond No. 3
 
Maximum Capacity:
 
Maximum Water Surface Elevation:
 
Depth to Overflow:
 
Bottom Surface Area:
 

Recovery Pump Station
 
Pump Number, Type:
 
Capacity, each
 
Horsepower, volts, phase
 

2 (3 Ultimate), PACO, Horizontal 
Centrifugal, Type L, Mode13095-5, 
9.0" Impeller 
750 GPM @ 237 Ft TDH 
60 HP, 460V, 3 0/ 

0.65 AC-FT 
1,341.5 FT (Overflow Elev.) 
5.0FT 
4,162 SF 

0.67 AC-FT 
1,341.5 FT (Overflow Elev.) 
5.0FT 
4,374 SF 

0.67 AC-FT 
1,341.5 FT (Overflow Elev.) 
5.0FT 
4,374 FT2 

2, Submersible 
(Unknown) 
1 HP, 480V, 3 0 
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Scotts Valley Basin 

• Groundwater Basin Number: 5-14 
• County: Lake 
• Surface Area: 7,320 acres (11 square miles) 

Basin Boundaries and Hydrology 
The Scotts Valley Basin lies adjacent to the west side of Clear Lake and 
extends northwesterly along Scotts Creek north to Hidden Lake. The valley 
is bordered to the east by the shoreline of Clear Lake and bounded on the 
west and the north by the Jurassic-Cretaceous Franciscan complex of 
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks which constitute the basement rock in 
the basin (Jennings 1969). The basin shares a boundary with the Big Valley 
Basin to the south and may be hydrologically contiguous. Annual 
precipitation in the basin ranges from 31- to 35-inches, increasing the 
northwest. 

Hydrogeologic Information 
Water-Bearing Formations 

The aquifer system in Scotts Valley Basin is composed primarily of 
Quaternary alluvial and terrace deposits, and Plio-Pleistocene to Pleistocene 
lake and floodplain deposits. Plio-pleistocene Cache Formation sediments 
overlie bedrock. 

Quaternary Alluvium. The channel deposits of Scotts Creek and the 
uppermost valley deposits in the southern portion of basin are composed of 
Quaternary alluvium. The active channel of Scotts Creek is underlain by 
uncemented gravel and sand, with silt and clay lenses. Sands and gravels 
within the alluvium have moderate to high pelmeability while the silt and 
clay lenses have a relatively low permeability. In the southern part of the 
valley, gravels and clays are interbedded at shallower depths representing 
portions of former stream channels. Wells extract variable amounts of water 
from these zones. Wells installed in sand and gravel lenses yield an average 
of about 230 gpm (DWR 1957). Surficial lake deposits of sandy and silty 
clay are located in the northern portion of the basin. Underlying these 
deposits is a fairly continuous gravel stratum in which water is under artesian 
pressure. Groundwater is confined in the northern portion of the valley and 
is essentially unconfined in the southern portion. The confined aquifer is 3
to 10-feet thick and underlies approximately 2.4 square miles of valley floor 
at depths ranging between 85- to 105-feet. The unconfined aquifer 
underlying the southern valley floor varies in thickness from 40- to 70-feet 
(Ott Water Engineers 1987). 

Quaternary Lake and Floodplain Deposits. The northern part of Scotts 
Valley is underlain by lake deposits of sandy and silty clay ranging in 
thickness from 60- to 90-feet (DWR 1957). Permeability in the fine grained 
lake deposits is low with specific yields ranging from about 3- to 5-percent. 

Quaternary Terrace Deposits. Terrace deposits lie directly on bedrock or 
on older lake and floodplain deposits. These deposits are a continuation of 
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terrace deposits as seen in the Western Upland aquifer system of Big Valley 
Basin to the south. They consist of poorly consolidated clay, silt, and sand, 
with some gravel lenses. Thickness of the deposits ranges from 50- to 100
feet (SMFE 1967). These deposits generally have low permeability due to 
high clay content. Available well records indicate reddish brown clays with 
little potential for significant water yield (ESA 1978). 

Plio-Pleistocene Cache Formation. Pre-terrace sediments that exist in 
Scotts Valley area are identified as the Cache Formation based on the 
stratigraphic position and the lithologic similarity to known beds of that 
formation. The Cache Formation is largely made up of lake deposits; 
however, some stream deposits and volcanic ash lenses are likely included 
(DWR 1957). The Cache Formation is identified from water well driller 
reports as a blue clay layer containing some gravel lenses that is several 
hundred feet thick. Permeability of the Cache Formation is generally low 
due to its high clay content; however, yields of groundwater extracted from 
gravel or ash lenses within the Cache Formation may be appreciable (DWR 
1957). 

Recharge Areas 
Recharge to the confined aquifer takes place in the forebay or unconfined 
zone in the southern portion of the valley. Percolation from Scotts Creek is 
the principal source of recharge with minor amounts from precipitation and 
applied irrigation water. 

Groundwater Level Trends 
Evaluation of the groundwater level data shows an average seasonal 
fluctuation ranging from 5- to 10-feet for normal and dry years for wells 
located in the vicinity of Scotts Creek and Clear Lake. For wells located 
closer to the Coastal Range the average seasonal fluctuation is approximately 
20- to 40-feet for normal and dry years. 

Long-term comparison of spring-spring groundwater levels indicates a slight 
decline in groundwater levels of up to 10-feet associated with the 1976-77 
and 1987-94 droughts, followed by a recovery in levels to pre-drought 
conditions of early 1970's and 1980's. Overall there does not appear to be 
any increasing or decreasing trend in the groundwater levels. 

Data indicates that lowering of groundwater levels accompanied by 
subsidence has occurred in Scotts Valley. Gravel has been extracted to 
average depths of 4- to 6-feet and up to 10- to 15-feet within Scotts Creek 
channel. This extr~ction has apparently resulted in the lowering of the 
stream channel and adjacent unconfined groundwater levels by about 3- to 4
feet in the southern portion of the valley (Ott Water Engineers 1987). 

Groundwater Storage 
The average specific yield for the depth interval of 0- to 100-feet is estimated 
to be 8 percent based on review and analysis of well logs (DWR 1957). The 
storage capacity for the basin is estimated to be 5,900 acre-feet based on the 
above depth interval and estimate of specific yield (DWR 1957). DWR 
(1960) estimates the useable storage capacity to be 4,500 acre-feet. 
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Groundwater Budget (Type B) 

Estimates of groundwater extraction for Scotts Valley Basin are based on 
surveys conducted during the year 1995. The survey included land use and 
sources of water. Groundwater extraction for agricultural use is estimated to 
be 4,200 acre-feet. Groundwater extraction for municipal/industrial uses is 
estimated to be 520 acre-feet. Deep percolation of applied water is estimated 
to be 1,000 acre-feet. 

Groundwater Quality 

Characterization. Calcium-magnesium bicarbonate is the predominant 
groundwater type in the basin (SWRCD 1978). Total dissolved solids range 
between 140- to 175-mg/L, averaging 158 mg/L (DWR unpublished data). 

Impairments. Iron, manganese, and boron concentrations exceed EPA 
maximum acceptable concentrations for continuous irrigation for selected 
wells (SWRCB 1978). 

Water Quality in Public Supply Wells 
Constituent Group' Number of 

wells sampled2 
Number of wells with a 

concentration above an MCl3 

Inorganics  Primary 7 1 

Radiological 6 o 
Nitrates 9 

Pesticides 4 o 
VOCs and SVOCs 5 o 
Inorganics - Secondary 7 

1 Adescription of each member in the constituent groups and a generalized 
discussion of the relevance of these groups are included in California's Groundwater 
- Bulletin 118 by DWR (2003). 
2 Represents distinct number of wells sampled as required under DHS Title 22 
~rogram from 1994 through 2000. 

Each well reported with a concentration above an MCl was confirmed with a 
second detection above an MCL. This information is intended as an indicator of the 
types of activities that cause contamination in a given basin. It represents the water 
quality at the sample location. It does not indicate the water quality delivered to the 
consumer. More detailed drinking water quality information can be obtained from the 
local water pUNeyor and its annual Consumer Confidence Report. 

Well Characteristics 
Well yields (gal/min) 

Municipal/Irrigation Range: 6 - 1200 Average: 171 (11 Well 
Completion Reports) 

Total depths (ft) 

Domestic Range: 5 - 408 Average: 125 (497 
Well Completion 
Reports) 

Municipalllrrigation Range: 28 - 600 Average: 127 (132 
Well Completion 
Reports) 
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Active Monitoring Data 
Agency 

DWR 

Parameter 

Groundwater levels 

Number of wells 
Imeasurement frequency 
3 wells measured semi-annually 

Lake County Groundwater levels 6 wells measured semi-annually 

DWR Miscellaneous 
water quality 

1 well biennially 

Department of 
Health SeNices 

Title 22 water 
quality 

9 

Basin Management 
Groundwater management: Lake County adopted a groundwater 

management ordinance in 1999. 
Water agencies 

Public County of Lake, City of Lakeport WSA, Scotts 
ValleyWCD 

Private 
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Errata 
Changes made to the basin description will be noted here. 
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